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.often _there ought' a - manual to .hand to little
kids., telling their:- What -kind of ,planet they're on, why they don't- fall'

..off, how 'much_ time: they,fpe. -probably: got here, .how" avoid po'ison

and so, I tried: to-Write one once._ It *is. called: "Welcome to

Earth. "' But. I :got stuck. =orf = eacpinirig_ inky tae cloVt fall:off-the plane

Gravity, is ,just. a° word. It doesn't explain anything.. If' I could get.

past. grairity; tel them how we reprOduee, -how long We've been here,

apparently, and a, little- bit -about evolution-. And, one thing I:Would

like to tell: :i4,30 about cultural I didn't learn

until I was i college about all the Other cultures, and I should hoOe

-learned that in first grade. A :- first grader should understand that hie:

or her culture isn't ,a; rezfional' invention; that there are thousands or-

.Other cultures and they all work -pret4Pwelj ; that all ,function

on faith: rather than .truth; that _there are lOts of ,alternatives, to our

,own society,. q4Z_tur,.it relativity is defensible and".attractive. ht's

-ateci .a source of hbpd.. It means we don't haVe to continue this way. if

We-don't like it.
--Kurt Vonnegiii,.
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Pieparitik students., to live effectively and responsibly in their

'c9T0411#1i,their nation, add'the world 'is:a critically important lUncr

tion of social education.,, Thie. taskbecOmee more difficult each yeat,

;as-new developments; in science and technology yield an ever-expanding

profusion of data. and problems at the-same time that new developments in

communication, and ,transportation. are causing the world to "shrink."

Today's.- students Wiliqiye most of their lives in the 21st century,

in.an,increasingly interdePendent_wotld. The very survival of "Spaceship

:Barth,4,addCertaitily-the-quality'of life experiencedhy its inhabitants,

-4:0-drpend-on-the:_extent_to Whichour young peopiedevelop 'the ability

to think, feel, and, act
77

.ftom a perspective that is globaf-father-than------

narrowly. personal-national, -or reiiOnal, Teachers can play an impor-

tent role-in instilling such a perspective by helping students develop

an appreciation for the glObal nature Otmostof the issues that affect

liyes and an understanding of the interrelationships that bind. us

,inektricably to other -nations,,-regions, andpeoplea.

Most eduCators agree that children should be introduced to global

peripeCtives Asearly as Posaible--Certainly before the onset of puberty,
A
4,4rhemethnocentrisi and stereotypical thinkEiiFfeffd-to-increase-dramAt7

ically. In terms' of .attitudinal development,- middle childhood--

approximatelyagel0=,40:Trobably, the- optial time- for global learning.

to .take place. Yet few commercial Clatsroommeterials.ere specifically

*signed for teachihg';global PeiSPectives.to students in the middle
o '

#464s
This 'handbook 10S.- developed in response to many 'requests from

intermediate -level ,andMiddlesChoOl teachers for ideas and strategies,

that -could be appropriately. and effectively used With their students'..

Obth Authots, Jacquelyn Johnson,. and John Benegar, teach middle- Sdhoot

social studies in the Denver area and have had a great deal' of exper-

4 ,

vii
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.iOnce in, viriting, andtesting ClasarotimTintiVitiel, We hope that teachers

will find' tiiis book to be valuable addition to the existing repertoire

resources for teaching about giObal issues_ in glades 5-8.

9
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INTRODUCTION

Schoolchildren .are bleaSed With. a curiositi, about themselves and

the world. They iie,at.an-age-at WhichtheirSenae of Inquiry and dia-
t;

of the worldshouid he:fostered:and:encouraged. Awareness of

,their immediate environment and increasing familiarity with.events around

the globe-can he_introdUced-and reinfortedt for many students, at a -very

early age-. One of°the ways this is traditibnally.done in schools today'

k .

is. by starting. with the ohild_'s backgruundand ,progreeeively expanding-

the content to 1.ii91:94e the world. -Many K4 .social studies. programs in,
.

__ -

thsUnite&States,preSent students With a sequenCe of, "expanding euviron,

Menta." In order to-make sense of the world end- their place-in it,
,N

students in the TtiMary grades examine themselves, their families, and

their communities. As they- progresi, students go on to examine their
. .

state, their nation, and, finally,, the world.
- - '

As a result of'-this emphasis, students begin to acquire a sense of

the world and their place in it. This is an important concept and goal

educatioh, yet it is too often ignored'in the curriculum or assumed

to be part-o a student'S high school experience. A negative by-product

of-this attitude is that_global studieti has usually .found. a place in the

high school program, 'but has°Feen neglected at lower leVels. The low

status of global education in the elentary or Middle .school classroOM:

has been compounded by recent pOsSure on educatorsto,go "bite; to the

miainterpreted:hy-many, further justifies. the placement

,of_ ;global eduaatiOn at the, -upper end of the social studies cuiriculum.

A search of the EddcatiOnal,ResonrCes Information Center (ERIC) data

base. reveals that, with a few notahle exceptions,'little attention and

.effort in curriCulUM development haVe heen given to programs in global

studies at. 'lower leimis.

When we. consider some of the global events of 1980 -1981 that stu-,

dints viewed On television or read about in newspapers and magazines,

°the iMpOrtance of iitegrating'global studies' into- the social studies

-curricauld becomes -urgent-: Students.-must be helped. to-r44.Ize that the

hostage crisis in IraO,, the 'Soviet invasion of Afghanist4, the boycott
,

1
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of7the.MOscr* Olyipies, the lahor unrest in Poland, he influx of Cuban

and Asiail-refugeisrall these :events havelphad an impact on U.S. citi-

Fens.

-Trdienting COnceptsand-infOrmation related to global issues at 'an

early age is importenVindevelogrigen understanding of and 'a tolerance

for other.cultures: keing-other ,Peoplescommonalitip-can help break

. .114,34:1, the. Mytha,andateeotyPeS that forM'around groups 'who are perceived
:ea

as ," s r king e " and encourage o0eii attitudes toward new ideas. Students

canbegin-to see that cultural 4ifferenCes may be acceptable. In the

Context of the accelerating "information explosion," globalperspettives

-can:hap students sift through.auch complex issues as conflict and racism

and begin to.se4rate factl_from fiction in order to formulate solutions'

to age -old pkoblemS.: Students need to see the wi)ild-as an integrated

system and to realize, that interdependence of countries and peoples
t fi

exists-at many levels in the world' today- -a theme that will be 'pursued

throughout this teaching unit.

p.
.; i

There are many reasons for Introducing global studies in schools at

al;l'age levels. The complex interdependent" nature of our\world; the '

..3

r

,rapidvid rateof-change, future ''shock,'!.pniitieal and economi
\
crisear-a4 _

require the development of relty
.\.

ant 'knowledge and skills if students are
t

to develop fully into active, responsible and thoughtful adults. \Today's
._.

students will'live most of, their lives in the 21st centuri. Even\\%thore

than today's adults, they will nee& practiden handling, manipulating,

and decoding their environment. One of the most successful approaches
\

to,reachlng students is thrOUgh sOdent-centered, concrete, hands-on
i..

.

actiVitiea. WhenStudents are involved with their oWn'learning,proces-

ses, they net only gain- valuable -nett i nfo7matictn and bislc skills, they

\
also participate in relationships witnoteachers andlother,students which

help formulate and enhancetheirseli-c' eepts and their knowledge of
. .

the nature of the world in which they live. \

The authorVfeel, that there is a legitimate and urgent need toO t

\
integrate\global studies into the intermediate-level social studies cur-

, i

riculum.7 We hope that this resource book will help teachers achieve

ihit goal.

2
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PART I: GLOBAL AWARENESS

The activities in this

cept of global ,education.

students aware of the natur

.section serve,as au Introduction to the con=
1

The first step in this process isjo.make

of the world and the part they play in-it

as inhabitants of the planet\ In order to acquire a sense of place,

hey,heed to understand both their worth as individuals and the inter-
-

,re atedness they share with other people. Given the speed of modern

comb aication and transportation systems, the connections between once-
.

distanh parts of the globe are more apparent and relevant to students'

personal experiences .and interactions. These activities bring key,-glo-

bal concep s to the awareness level where true understanding can begin',

to take _place,.

0
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1'. GLOBAL CONNECTIONS

. . ,
,

'In,..thit.,adtiVitY, Students. interact with one_anather to discover

1143114f.theii. cl;*ss is connected, to the zest of the rld. Using a bingo-.
. v .. . -.. .

: 1 k-
. i ?

.
.

g efOrMat, students,look_for classmates Who fit a ropriate squares on

',01iii game. sheets. Each siluare represents a certain kind of "global'

aanneetioh...."-
. -. _. ...

Teachers should feel free to join their students in this activity.
1-,

.C-t
Ob ectivls: At the conclusion of this activity, students, will be

able to

--explain how members of their class are connected to other parts

the world in a variety of ways, .

-- list -some 'reasons Why'these connections exist, and

.0

1-speculate about further "global connections."

-A Time Required: One on more class periods.

.Materials Needed: Handout la, "Globingo"; large map of the world.

Advance Preparation: Make copies of Handout la for all the stu-

--dents. O 0

Procedure

1. Distribute copies-of Handout la to all the students. 'Explain

that the object of "Globingelois to., fill in, as many squares as possible

-of
with the names of classmates or other people who fit those squares. As

soon as one row- - horizontal, vertical, or diagonal--has been completely

filled in, the student has scored a "globingo.."' (Note: You may want to

awar4d, inexpensive prizes >nr extra points to the first students who"

-store.) Point out that.the code'key on:the handout explains t :a letter-

coded spaces on the game sheet. Emphasize,that the name Of the relevant

SL
... ^7.

",k

0
. 5
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country;, as well as the studentYS,aithe, should be recorded in each

square, :Explain that each student may sign another classmate's sheet

OnaonCe, even if mora than one square could- apply,, to that student.

(This fule encourages the maximum possible interaction among students.)

2. AllOw 10-15 minutes for students to walk around the classroom

looking for classmates who fit:the various squares. It is important,

during this- interaction period, thatstudents actively ask questions of

one another rather than passively handing around the game sheets. In'

other words, students should "die.for the information they need. Stu-

dents should continue to try to, fill up their game sheets even after

they have scored onC or more-"globingos." Try to keep the game going.

until every student has scored.

3. You might 'want to let the students continue to fill in their

squares during recess or the lunch period,.in order to collect the maxi-

mum amount of information. Students might also enjoy involving their--

families and other adults in this activity. In this case, you will need

to postpone the debriefing until a subsequent class period.

4. Ask students what they learned about one another in the Proc-

ess of filling in their "globingo" squares. What' was the most surpris-.

ing thing they learned about any of their classmates?

5. On a large map of the world, help students locate all the

nations identified in this activity. (This can be done by cutting apart

the squares on the game sheets and pinning them to the appropriate loca-

tions on a world map.) Are studentS surprised at all these "connections"

their class has with the rest of the world? What Woulethe mil) look

like if game sheeisrom another class were included? Would students

discover more connect- ions? What- would be the results if the-entire

school participated in this activity?

6. Probe students to explain the reasons for all the connections

they found in this activity._ What caused these connections? In what

ways do,we learn more about the rest of the world? Television? Travel?

Newspapers? Trading among nations?''
o

7 Ask students What they think the phrase "shrinking world"

means Do the processes listed previously contribute to a Ishrinking

world ",? In what ways? Probe stude'nts to speculate about future trends.

tf

sL
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Methey think they will become more "connected" to the rest of the world?

Follow-Up Ideas

.
-rrTo help students assess.global interdependence on a Persowal

level, ask them to think of other ways in which they and their families

ate.cohnected to the rest of the world. Some students might enjoy

developing another game sheet for their class, using these new ideas.

7
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2. WHAT'S IN A NAME?

Overview

In this warm-up activity for global studies, students research the

origins of their first names, using baby name books. Through this proc-

ess, they will discover that their classmates an4 families have roots

all over the world. Students wear name tags explaining the meanings of

their names and plot the origins of their names on a world map. Teach-

ers should also participate in this activity.

Oh ecVes: At the conclusion of this activity, students should be

able to:

identify_the_origins_of_clasmnateal_firat_names on_a_map_of_the

world,

--speculate about the influences of other cultures and parts of the

world on the first names of their classmates, and

--speculate aboUt the--reasons why some first names are_morecommon_
=

than others

Time,Required: One or two class periods.

Materials Needed: - Several "baby name" books; construction paper,

scissors, thumbtacks, straight pins; crayons'or markers; individual

world maps or one large classroom world map.

Advance Preparation:- Purchase_or_ask.other teachers and students

to bring in several "baby name" books for this activity. (The paper-

) bound bookd listed at the end of this activity are available at many

supermarkets and bookstores.) Make or have students make name tags out

of construction paper. You may choose to have students illustrate-the

origins of their .names on individual world maps, or you could create one

large "name map" for the. entire class. If students create their own

maps, crayons or markers and one world map will be needed for each stu-

9



(
If-you'dhoose the second. option, a large world map, constructiae

-
Apaper,_icissors, and thumbtacks will be required.

Procedure-

1. Divide students into four or five groups. Allow each group

=five minutes to brainstorm an answer to the question "What is the most

commonly -given first name in the world?" You may want to offer a prize

to any-group that. -comes up with the right answer., (Although this is a

-difficult question, students should enjoy the process.)

2. Tell students that the answer to-the question is Mohammed :.-
(Muhallithad).* Ask them to gueds some reasons why this particular ffest=-=-7-F-'1-T

name is, the most common in the world. Explain that this-name-is;Ifavored

it

by people who practice the- religion n-called Islam. These people are

called Moslems (Muslims). Ask whether the students can identify any

parts-of-the-w fd-Where-this-religion_is_common__(
ar_th Africa, much of

the Middle'East, Turkey, Afghanistan, Pakistan, the Malay Peninsula, the

East Indies, parts :of India and China). Use a pointer to locate these

areas on a large map of the world.
1

3. Give each group a "baby name" book. Ask the studentsto,find

their first names in the books and identify the countries or areas of

the world in which their names originated. Students will also enjoy

learning about the meanings-of their first names.
1,

4. Distribute blank construction paper, scissors, and felt pens

or markers for students to use in making name tags. On one side of the

name tag, each student should print the origin and meaning 'of his or her

first name; On the reverse side, studdnts should print their firsts..

names.

Collect all the 'name tags and displaY, the" sideS showing-the

origins- and meanings of names. Post these in'the front of the room on

the chalkboard or bulletin board. Ask students to guess:which name tag

belongs- toeich classmate, on the basis of the meanings of ,their names:

Do the meanings "fit" their classmateit personalities? Once they have

* Lansky, Bruce, and Vicki Lansky, The Best Baby Name Bodk in the Whole

Wide World (Wayzata, Minn.: Meadowbgook Press, 1979).

ti
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-coMPleted..thiS gUensing:lame,, students can i7e4r, =their name., tags, d'isPlaY;-

Ang the 'aides: 0104* the T110,iikitigki_ origins. of their first names.

6. 'Distribute- blank 'World, Maps- to studenta. and allow a few min-
.

Utes .fOt them; to. walk .around 'the room, asking other classmates to 1.Ocate

theit fikat names On- their world maps. Ask students to:

.Peat their name tags on the appropriate countries or areas on ,a large

7:: 4f ter all ,the name tags. have been posted on the maP, ask stur

dents-:ifthey see any)omraorialities or patterns among '\their names. Are

.some -area* of the world' more ,heavily represented than others? poet; the

imp- -reveal anything .,else. abOUt.;,the class?

-'Pose the following qUestion to the class: How do our first

names illuitrate the influences of other cultures on our lives?

PollOw_t_illp. Ideas

--Students might enjoy finding out about the first -names of other

, people in their families and -posting this information on map.f!
--Ask students to consider what they might have been named if they

had :been born in another culture., Divide the class into several groups

-and assign a world area to each group.. Have the groups research the
's -

most 'common- names in the area of the world they have been assigned::

--Brainstornu_a list of..*rds commonly used in this country which

,students think originated in other countries and, cultures. Divide the

the students \ and let them use dictioriaries to identify the

origin of each Word, printing the- information on cards. Add these cards

to the world map.' -

--Ask the students to w" true or fictional stories about them-

-selves.; bn- the basisof the- meanings of their-given names.
_ _

SuggeSted -Resources

14nsky,-, Bruce, and 'Vicki Lansky. The 'Best Baby Name Book in the Whole

Wayzata, Minn.: Meadowbrook Press, 1979 ($3.45) .

nurnberk, :Maxwell,' and Morris Rosenblum. What to Name Your Baby: The
,

.Meaning -and -Story,:cif Name's. NeW ,York: Collier Books, n.d. ($2.50'.

,Ruie Natte. Yotir. Baby. New York: Bantam Books, 1980 ($2.25).
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THE "'ALL =AMERICAN

)DverVieti,

.The. 'United: :States- is aItatiOn, of 'intinigrantS. We have, brought much,. .

:CUltural. ;baggage. -from; OA 0,4 in. the -furia of languages, religions,,
,fOoda,-,C1Othingoausic 'etc., In .fact,.,;iOti7,of.,,sohat we Consider'

to be -011;,'"MOdera," or .distinctly "American, has, 'its roots ease ere..

In thiS .leara that ,many prOductsAind.:PrOor

.-eases'Which,ate-comOnly--USed- today in the United' Stated-, actually otio.Tr

'1044: in .4her- Itaris Of -the Oorid. This. awareness: is.UsefUl., .begin-

ning to Understand, the.4orineetione that Americans. have had, over time,

ith,,the reiit- of he-'world :

Objectives: At the
able to

-conclusion of this activity, students will be
o

-- explanthe concept of global interdependence,
.

-- recognize examples of cultural diffusion,
--understand that various cultured have traded and borrowed ideas

and-'.material ObjectS thrciugliout history,
-- locate parts of,, the -*arid on a map to show where certain products

and ideas originated, and\
44erltand how cultures influence one/another in a global society.

Time Required: One or more class periods.

" ,,.§1 sHatertatEr-Needed-4-1Handout- -3a, -"The- All-American Kid, Version 1"-;-4._
/14dout 3b, "The Ails-American, Kid, Viasion 2"; Handout 3c, "source of
Ide is and Products "; large 'map of the world or small individual world

'gips

Advance Pre' ipiratkm: llike7.cOpies of Handouts 3a, 3b, -and 3c for

all the stOdents; duplicate email world limps, if necessary_.



O

Distribute: copies' of'Handout 3sto,all the students. Allow a

!fell_LiOUtes..for them to :read. it :silently, Or:read, it aloud with them.

Ask Whethef thia bandOtitlekribiS the morning routine of a typical

aderican schOol child.

-2: DiStribUte copies of .Handout 3b4 ,Which describes the origins

'of:M*1Y' orthsTfoduCts and prodeSseS used-by a typical Ameridan child

gettihgLreadY for and Handout 3C, Read albud Handout 3b, allow-

studehtS.t6 fii=1:-.1*-thsbIankS on Handout 3c..

If,students,ars;wOrkih&With small individual world maps, ask

theMlo write the nuMber-of!eaeb objeCt on HandoUtlt on the area -of the

tiap-mbiCh repreantirthe paft-Of the world that it ,originally came from.

--(If yqu are'usingYA large classroom map of the world, mark these places-

:with--niimber cards orpush4ins.)

4. CheCk-studentse individual maps for accuracy andehelp correct

...them,.if necessary.

5. 'Ask students to speculate:sbout how ideas and inventions pass

from one culture to another. How does it haPii-h-today? How might it
---

havihappened hundreds or thousands of years ago?

Follow-Up Ideas

--Ask eadhstudent to find five examples of objects he or she uses

in daily life which originated in another country or culture. These

'example4,can-be added to the'listsand maps.

izt
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4. WHERE .1N THE WORLD DO YOU WANT TO GO?

Overview

a
Ia. activity., 'Students' use their own real and imagined travel"

experiencest map:tbe,geography.of the United Stales and the world.-

:Objectives:- At:theConclusiOn of this activity, students will be

61)16.0

,,- -share -their' tear and- imagined- travel experiences with the rest of
, .

the: class,

-=use lkn,atles-to,findapprokiniate locations, and

-==label,a,map-of the United States-with names_of places where stu-

dents have lived or would like to visit.

)

Time Required: One or more class periods.

,r` Materials Needed: Handout 4a, "Map of Continental United States";

several different - colored markers or crayons for each studtnt; world and

U.S. atlases.

Advance.Preparation: Make ,copi'es' of Handout 4a for all the stn-

dents.
p

Procedure

1. Distribute copies of Hind-Out-4A to all the-staents. :Ask_them_

to think about, all.the places they have lived or would like to visit

(for xample, .during af,suiMer vacation or on a school trip).

; fataltothe studenis'taidraw a star on the map at the place where

they. now li ind,print tFe.name of the place next to the star.

3. ,NeXt, k them to use dots, to indicate .all the other places-

where they .have' d and' ,placed they would like to.viiit someday.

(Explain.- hOw to -use las:to find approximate locations.) The names

of thiOlaces should be pti 'd next to the dots.,



4. Expi)an -that any.--ittuderit who has Visited or woulduld 'like to visit

"a° ,pLiCe ()Upside. the-UnitecV,Statea .shastild: draw an arrow near the edge of

the,maPpointing in the direction of that location and print the names)

of cthe-,COuntry-Or Countries- :next to the arrow.
Ask .students to draw cOlored lines linking- the place where ,

they,:now all the. other places- they have lived or would like to
-visit,: lising; the color code. below (or another code of your °choice) to

stiow. the' -best methods of travel between the different places:

Blue-car,
:Black- - airplane

-Red- -bus

Oreen---boat,
Yellow -- bicycle

'Browntrain-
Orarige--other methOd; of travel

6. When the students_have- finished marking their maps, post them

around the classrooni. Al losome time for members of the class to share

and compare their real and imaginary travel experiences.

_--

Pellow-Alp ideas
-17.;!-Ask students to color their maps, using different colors for

adjoining -states, and add the names of important or famous cities,in the

Unite4-States. Ask which, states are-missing frot\this map of the conti-

nental 'United States. Why.? )iow many states are there in the United

States ?
- -Use the maps to -help Students. learn directions. k what- borders

/theUnited States On each of its -four sides (north, 'south, east, and

west)'. in7which-direction- IOWA One- travel from, the United' Steterto
,

get to various. other ,countries- of the world? Use a globe or world map

o7s1:11e17-112-e-po-sition-ofthe.:__United, States on the earth. In what direc-

iion the United :States 'f;ora;Otte;fan;--mis lancbThu

north: Pole -, -ecinator,_ the 'prime meridian, and the Pacific Ocean?

-+_-As, an independent Projeer, ask the students to ,investigate how

they itctually. travel to the places they would like to visit.

16



v.,

*W-they, heed,:paispOrtiet. ,fkArmouidthey,let them? (You will

POO, to have some discuSeion of IA* passports' and visas are. and why

these, documents are. -necessary for travel in nuke foreign,countries.)

jiillthey'need special shots? Hoicmuch will it cost to travel (by viri

-eUs-Tpethods, if more thin-one -option 'is evailable)- to: the country or

area that each student would-like-toVisit? Where-Willthey go and A*4,

will they do once 'they have, reached" theit destinations? Ask each stu-

,dent to. Aie0,4i diary .or- nf 'his' or her itiake=4)eiieve trip.

el'clat4 OrOjea-,,.arrange to)take a field trill'to a local travel_

_...ageilc.,___Piek_a_deitinatinit_in_Avin-cei. and, ask a- travel agent to_act:as-__

aieseurCe,Perrion-Whelp,plan a simulated class trip. (Note: If it is:

notfeasiie,for 'the -entire'class-to visit a travel agency, you iitY,Want

to-have :the students elect a small group to do" the field -research and

-report back to-, the Class.., Or a travel agent may be willing fe"Visit the

class, bringing appropriate maps and schedules.)

a
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S._ AS THE. WORLD SHRINKS

'NetVieW #

.,,)7:

.Change is a- constant faCt of'life; owever, the rate, at which
.

'things change has accletated,'especiallylitring thia--century. One kind

of change that,hal profoundly af ected'the lives of everyone on earth is
A

the increase .in' the speed at which i)eople.can--get 'Iran. one-place to

another-.

O

activity, students explore the ways in Which changes-in- the

technology-of transportation have affected the world and peoples'per-

aeptiond of it.

Ob ectives: At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

able to

--describe hoW'tkinsportation-systems have changed overtime,

--compare speeds and distances of travels

--explore how transportation and travel can affect people's percep-

tions of the world,

--understand why advances in transportation technology hive caused

an increase in global interdependence, and
.

-=speculate about possible future changes in transportation syStems

and how those changes might-affect the people of the world.

0,

--Time- Required: ....One_ or mdre class periods.

Materials Needed': Handout 5a,, "Our Shrinking World"; paper and

pencils, crayons, or Markers. 400*4

0

This activity is based in part on information published in World

.Facts,and Trends, by John McHale. (New York: Macmillan, 1972).

19



AdvancePrezaratiOnr Make_copiet of Handout 5a

dents. *s

.Procedure"

all the stu-
-.

I.. Distribute copies of Handout 5a. Explain that as tran porta-

104;-syitems have improved over time, both, the at 'which.,peop e can

movecover the. earth and the distances they can easily,cover have
\\

,inCreaSei AraMatiCally. The handout shows this development from the

16th century to-tlha 1980s:

2., Ask students to-speculate aboat or brainstorm 4 list, of new

developments in #anaportation,systems Which-might take place in the
ir

21itentucY (for examOle, space ships for extraterrestrial traveq.

Ask students-. to list some of the Changes that advances in

trans-portation have brought about in the world. How have people's views

_of.the, world been changed by the development of faster-means of trans-
_

portation? What is meant by the tern_ "shrinking world" or "global vil-

lage"? Do we know more about our planet and the people on it than people

knew in the Past?:

4. Ask students to draw pictures of what travel in the future

might be like and how the vehicles We use will look. \ ,

Follow-Up Activities

--Ask students to-investigate the changes over time in methods of

communication (for example, from cave drawings to satellite transmis-
.

sion). How has the speed of communication changed?

--Have students do research on'inventions or developments that have

had .a direct and dramatic impact on people's lives--for example; tele-

vision, fidirn-telephones, and computers.

-Ask students to bring.in examples-of other-items that they use or

seie'around-them which might illustrate changes in technology or Ways

that we are becoming more connected to the rest of the world.

students°Make a, visual time line or chart showing changes

over time in the various means of transportation.

2d 25.
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PART GLOBAL INTEFtDEPENDENGt

One- of the most important concepts related- to global .education ls

that of interdepenkience: facts that we are connected to other people

and countries in 'coUntless-

tures aspwell-as time and,

actions of one coudtrvmay

5Students tirobably re,aware

ways and that these links exiat across

distance. We live in a world in 1hich the:

have effects well beyond its own bOrders.

'of the global energy crisia and the depend=
.

lence of the United 'States on the- Middle Eadt for much, of its oil supply.

.
The activities in this ,section areAesigned to help students understand

the videspread.nature of interdependence in our world-And the numerous

ties our Country has with the rest of the,world.

ti

J.

9,

91.
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6. WHO'S OOT-iHE BATTERIES?

.

Overview.
- -
What. Is "interdependence," and what does it -have to do with the

energy situation? In this activity students discover that inter-

dependence is, the process they need to'fOliow in order to. put together a

-working sysemn'this case, a flashlight. BPcomparing a flashlight
.

to the wprld-andthe batteries to global energy resources, students will

. :realize_ that- interdependende Means mutual. depentlerice, and that the

actions -Ofone-student or .nation affect everyone'else.
_

$

4,
.Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

able .to,,

--explain the meanings of interdependence,-independence, and depend-
,

endk. and relate theee.terms to the global energy situation,
;

--identi(y ways of. behaving which promote interdependence and those

.that,hinder_the process of interdependence, and

--compare their. own actions with the actions of nations, speCif=

ically those actions related to decisions about energy resources.

Time Required: One or two class periods.

Materials Needed: Five identical flashlights, five paper bags.

O

Advance Preparation: Disassemble -the flashlights, - placing all the .

batteries in one paper bag, all the cases in another bag, all the bulbs

in still another bag,,and so on. When,you are finished, you- should have

five bags, each containing five identical parts.

This activity; -developed for an NSTA curriculum project funded by
the U.S, Department otRnergy, was adapted from "Let There Be Light," an

activity Written by Robert E. Freeman and Andrea B. Karla which was

published in Intercom 79. Used with the permission of the National
-SCience Teachers Association and Global Perspectives in Education.

i
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Tr"o"cedure-
o

`Divide students Into five groups and give a bag of identical

fraShIiiht parts to each group. Tell each group of students to look at

the contents of their, bag, making sure otat the other groups do not see

what is in it. -(Note: Such an instruction may be interpreted by stu-
,

-dedts'in 'a variety of ways, ranging from creating boundaries with desks

and chaiis, huddling together ingroups, and spreading out to the far -,

corners 'of the classroom to asking permission to actually leave the

room.) )

2. 'Tell students that their task, is to put together "a. system

that works." Explain that each group should work asa team, making :

_group decisions about whether and how its members want to communicate or

interact with other groups. The time needed to complete'-this activity

varies, depending on how long it takes for just one student to realize

that the "system" is a flashlight. At this point students will probably

begin to scurry about the room, bargaining and trading resources. Some

.

may even steal. (Note: Members of the "battery" group may not realize

,,

that in order to make-the system work, they need to trade their resour-

ces in pairs. Trading only one battery to each group won't create five

working flashlights. If the battery group chooses to trade only one

battery, the possibilities for debriefing and comparing this activity to

the current global energy situation-are broadened.)

3. Once the flashlights.have been assembled, ask students to-re-

flect on the process involved in this activity:

--When did you irst realize you needed help--other resources to

put together the flashlight?,

--How did you obtain this help? Did-anyone in your group become a

spy?. How did you organize your task

--Did any of the groups wait to be approached for-their resources?

--Did any group withhold its resources? 'Were groups reluctant to

trade? Did they try to hide their resources?

--Did anyone become a "fast-talking diplomat"? Did anyone appear

desperate for a bargain?

--Did the members of any group feel they were taken aavantage of?

did you bargain for the resources you needed? Which groups

drove the hardest bargains?.

24



,any_grodp feel that 'its resource. was more valuable than

Why?-

- -Did :every group cooperate to put together the. flashlight? Did

any.grou0itialteSearOir'

=4:14:04y1grOp-04.04ted?.-Why?

-=Could the flashlighOlVe been put together any other way--other

=than 'by trading: - resources?

-!-What. would_haVe_11414Wed if one group had refused to bargain?

HoW wodldlthe,othet groups have been affected?

--What,da you think the batteriesteprecient? Who has the "bat-

.teties". in- the world, today ?:

-What-do-You-thinkflathlight reptesents?

--WhIch .group was the first to pdt together a complete flashlight ?'

4. Ask students to'further reflect on'the process involved in

this activity:

--Define "interdependence" on the basis of this flashlight activity.

--Explain how interdependence is different from independence. How

is it different from dependence?

--How could this activity have been structured to teach independ-

ence? To teach dependence?

--How does this activity represent the current global energy

situation?

--Which term -- interdependence, independence, or dependence--best

describes the current global energy situation? Give reasons for

your answer.

Follow-Up Ideas

--Ask students to make up another game that illustrates how inter-

dependence operates in the world.

--Share the flashlight game with other classes in your school or '

with teacher and parent groups.

25
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7. THE PEANUT BUTTER CRUNCH

Overview

'One:good way of introducing a global perspectiVe to students is

tnrnugh a favorite food.. In this activity,4Students examine the effects

'of the drought of 1980 on the manufacture of peanut butter. This "all-

American favorite" is now, in fact, global. RecauseNA,the drought in

peanut-growing states, the resulting drop in peanut production, and the

lifting of the peanut import quote, the United States began to import

peanut's from China, India, and Argentina. Students examine the effects

4,-theU-.S. peanut shortage on the peanut-butter sandwiches in their

lunthboxes.

Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

able to

--explain how events in the United States can affect other nations,

- explain how we depend on other nations as consumers,

-- xplain "interdependence," using peanut butter as an example, and

--locate seletted nations on a world map.

1
.. _

Ti e Re uired: One or more class periods. .,.

Mat riats Needed: Handout.7a, "Peanutty States of America"; Hand-
.

out 7b, "TheYt Say, 'Nuts' to Peanut Buttei Crunch"; Handout 7c, "Peanut

Producti n in Selected Nations,.1980-1981"; Handout 7d, "Where in the
.

,WOAA Arl the !Peanuts ? "; Handout 7e, "Herbie the Hearth Nut'd Healthy
4'.

Recipes" U.S.and world atlases and "P" volumes of encyclopedias; over-

head projector (optional).

Adv ce Preparation:- Make copieS of Handouts 7a, 7b, 7c, 7d, and

7e for all the 14udents. (Instead. of duplicating Handouts 7b and 7c you

may want o o make transparencies and display them to the WhOle class with

an overhe projectot.) '

27
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ProCedure-
.

Introduce, the' activity- by ,asking-how.---manyzatudPnt

Class "like ,peanut butter airaWiChes.. Peanut-butter ck,okies? Peanut
_

4
-candy,?_ Alat plain peanuts ?

a

Divide the craia:int0;small groups 'of four or five students.

-Giv*-each:grOdp a u.S. atlaa,a4orld atlas, "and a "P$, volume of an

encyclopedia. Give eiteh.itUAentli copy of. Handout 7a.,;, Ask students if

they knOw.where peanuts are grown,in the United Sqfes. Tell them to
.

use, their encyclopedias.amd- U.S.. atlases to find out which states are

Peanutgrowimg states, and -.too libel and color those states on the hand-

'out- Studentaahouti identify Alabama, Florida,. deorgiai,

Mississippi,, ,New flexieb,,,North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,

TeXas, and Virginia:)

3. _Ask students to speculate. about what factors might affect thi

auccess or failure of a peanut crop. (Such factors include weather, -
b

plant diseases:Linsects, labor supply, and availability of funds to

purchase seed and equipment. Rural children will certainly offer more

sophisticated answers than urban children, who may need a bit:of

-coaching in this part of the activity.) Explain that the peanut-growing

Season in 1980 was very badly affected by a drought (a long period of

`inadequate rainfall), which ruined -much of the crop. -5

, 4. Distribute copies of Handout 7b and allow time for students to

read it. (Note: Depending on the reading.abilityof students in your

class, you may want to read this article aloud.) Ask what choices a

peanut butter consumer would have in this situation, (Pay-more--for-pea

--nuthut-ter-r-7eit butter, stop buying peanut butter.)

5. DistrFibute copies Of Handout 7c (or display the transparency)

and Handout 7d, Explain that the United States is not the only country

in which peanuts arel,,groWti.-. Ask students to look at Handout 7c (or at

the transparency), which contains a list of peanut-growing countries,

and to use their world atiases"to identify those countries on the world

map handout. Allow time for students 'to color in those countries on

their maps.
TA

6. Ask what the United States might do if its own peanut crop is

not large-enough to satisfy the U.S. demand for peanut products. (Stu-

28 31
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Idenf0-iho#Wiet,theidea...that thejinitectStates-,Oould bUy peanuts #om

=other countries.) Trpnvthe- infOrmatiOoyAnAandoUt 7c, which countries

fl

4*U1C.,0006Af to be the best . sources of 1M0Orted ,PeAnnts? (It should. be

00V1000that'Chiria rindIndiA:, both of Which produce More peanuts- than,

the 4riited Siates,Seemtolie .the most likely sources.) Explain that

thOnited. States actually -didAny-Peanuts from several ofthese,coun-

trieSdUriri& the mrinthiliollowingthe 1980 peanut crop failure, and that

he poilut-,bottkr sandwiches- in their lunchboxes may be made of peanuts

that were grown iinChina or India.

FoliOw40,,Ideas

--Ask; each-ltddent. to compile a list, during the coMinvweek, of

'',.products;they-uded .(ór consumed) that were 'made or groWn in, other coun-
t

ries. Explain that this- information is often proVided on labels and

packages. You might .offer a prize for the longest list of products and

'countries.

--Students might enjoy making their own peanut butter. Handout 7e

contains a recipe, along with Several other recipes from the National

Peanut Council 41000_ 16th St.', Washington, DC 20036). Students

might want to try some of these recipes and share the results with the

class.
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--komi-oirrtgE-AARRELs

bizet4ie4:

.00Zing the first TartOf thie,activity, students will identify the

,nations #OM.,Which-lhe Uhit4. Statess-iMpoZte oils The .relationship

betWeen::00,1LI.A. andt,oilexpOrti4g CoUntrieSwill be,illuStrated:by

31140voi#Ev /aZgeOoZld map. This exercise will, help

students'.realize dhow .events. in pthek parts: of the'0004,Can-affect the

United -States:.
,Outini-014PArt Oltheactivity,studirits will ,get .a, ,feeling

for the ielhtiVeAuentitiezi:-Of'domestic and-iipOrted oil'by-filiing's

laZige-fishboWl*Ithtwodifferent kindS of beans, using one bean to

represent! -1;000. bariels144'41 per day. This part of the activity will

help students visualize global interdependence. By comparing the quan't

tities, of domestic, and imparted oil, students will understand that the

,United,States imports elMoSt one-half of the oil it needs.

Objectives:. At the conclusion of 'this activity, students will,be-

able to

e nations from .which the United Itatei imports oil oh a

world ,map,

-- explain that the United .States depends on many other-nations for

the-oil-0e need,

-- distinguish between imported and domestic' oil,

--Compare the quantities of imported and domestic oil used in the

United"States,

T-- illustrate the quantities of imported and domestic oil, using'

'beans to .represent barrels-hf oil, and

--explain -that, the United States imphrts almoit one-half the oil it.

needs.

Two or more clais periods.
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,Materials_-iieidei4 For-part '1--.17:!"i6Iaasadorcarcia" (from Handout 8a),

1SigelWOT:sphiliilbtackSor:TSShp100,2 scissors, colored yarn or

string,; Orld'-alnianacs or atlases, coffee can or other-cOntainer, for

410...2=414odoot.* "SOorcea Imports' large'(2-gallon or

Aarged glaid..fishhOWlsi-Ounch:hoWL, three- 3 -lb. "bag's of dried-White or

pinto beans, three-'.3 -lb. *00_6C-dried-red:or kidney heanSi two large

404,6* Other. -containers cipahld of 'holding three poupds of beans, two

StYrofoSmor- paper cups, plastic wrap, world almanacs or atlases.

:Advance,Preparatian: For part 1cut apart "ambassador cards" on

Eando403a; for. part 2-- purchase the'dried'beanssnd assemble the neces-

sary, containers described in the, '41aterialS Needed" section.

Procedure for Part 1

I. Askstudents whether they think that oil is an important cm--

spdity: Why do we need oil? 'What are its most important:uses? (Accept

all answers, but make sure that students mention hdat and transportation.)

Point -'out that the United States uses much more oil than it

Can-pkodUce How dome_get the rest of the oilLthat_we_need?--Make-sure---

that students understand the term and concept-"import"--to "my from

other countries.

3. -ftpiain that the. balance- of the activity will be4Ooted to

making; an oil import map. Ask each student to draw.an "ambassador card"

troika coffee. can or other container -and print .his or her name on the

card., (Each card repreeents, a country-or group'ofcountries from which

the 'United States, Each - student should locate his or her
.

A

country-0h,the large:WOrld:Mapiing an atiad or almanac if assistance

:is. = needed),. deterMiiie. what :length-of yarn or string is needed to link

that _country with the .United States on the map, cut off the necessary

length,-of yarn or Stringi-atid,,affikthe two ends .of the-yarn or string

to the world, map with: thumbtacks,or pushpins: Allow about 20 minutes

for the students.to,petiors theSe tasks, providing assistance, if necei-
.

:sarY: Tell them to. save their "ambassador cards" for the next.part of

the leiso.
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A :, Aft e r. ,students ,,haNie. Completed= the map:, ask , them to return ,t0

their seats /and -take a, ,good- 1 -it -at it What -art of =the 'world-has the/_..,.... .g9 99 ,... part

most connections with the United SiatesT (You may need' to. ihtroduce the

term, "Middle :East. " ".)` Ask Whether students 'nit* that the Middle ,Eait IS

-important' to us:, 1440 INO students :know anything, about)what, is gott

. _in, the Middle _East ?` ;(There, ire sure to be .some important conflicts

T
;

-or.negotiations occurring et the.mosient-0- Why might the United -Stites be
.

:
. _Concerned sbOnt current happenings: In theHMiddIe getivi- .ccept all answers;)

Follow-Ili),Ideas,,fei:;Part 1. ...,
.1,

..._,.., .... .

* _

44: each "anibassador"::to look for a newspaper or magazine article

that tells sOMething: 4041148- cor her,00uOtrvand_Use _itAvi he - basis, zl,

for ,brief Oral report to the-tlast. ( ote:, Since some- iUdidtt'

,countries or regions are -much more, wide publicized than others, alloWl

;,at least :a week for everyOtie to find, an _article. Some students may need

0 :use-encyclopedia:3 or- other library resourdes.)

- -Ask each '"Ambassador" to find or draw a picture representing his
.

or ,her country or region, and' use these to make a collage cr bulletin-
_

b

Ward display.

Procedures for Part. 2

-1. Remind the students that not all of the oil used by people in

the United States Is imported from other countries the United States.

does4produce mach of its ()On oil. Explain that the Oil produced by a

country for its own needs is called "demeiiid" oil.

2. Write . the. .follewing information on the chalkboard:

domestic oil = 8,500- thousands of -barrels per day
,(81/2' million barrels) .,

imported oil = 6,643 thousands of barrels per day
(more, -than 61g-million barrels)

total oil = 15,143 th6usands of barrels, per day
. (more than 15 million barrels)

Explain that these numbers show how much oil the United States uses,

every day-and- how much,of it comet; from each source. (Help the students

read and understand' the numbers, If necessary.)
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-3. Arrange,, the--beans-and. fishboWl or punch, bowl- on .a table in the

front of the claSsroOS.- _Ask if -anyone. has an ides:about how the beans

could d-be used' to Show- how -much : Oil per day the -United States gets-from

,eadh. (Students :prObabl realize. that the two k1.14s ,of
.

:beans, could- represent the- =two,_ of sources, but they may need some

help deciding, ,thateaCh: bean- will need tc,represent a large number of

'barrels_:. ..in this activity; each 'bean, must represent 1,000 'barrels:)

Let ,students- .decide which, kind, of bean should represent which oil source.

- 4. Let's assume, that,domestic-il will be represented by white or

pinto: -beans. Appoint one student to count out 100-white keans. and put
,

them- in a .styrofoara or paper' cup. Mark the cup to. indicate, the "fill"

level -of 100 beans. -.(Note: This activity is much easier if the empty

-portion---of -the-cuP,, is actually- trimmed away.) Appoint another student
N

_

to-,perdorm- the'same task with the red, -beans.

'.5. ,Remind the -clime that each bean stands for 1,000 barrels of

oil, and tha\ t -there are AO white beans in the cup. How many cups of

:106,,White beans will be-,needed to represent U.S..daily consumption of

domestic:- oil?- (Depending on students' level of arithmetic reasoning,

you need- to 'exailiTthat
\
the cup will need to be filled. 85 times:)

-Let. students take cturna _filling the cup up to the mark with white beans

and _pouring them into th bowl. The rest of the class should count out
loud -until .85 cups of white beans (100 beans,per cup.). have been poured

into the bowl-. When, approximately 6,500 white beans have been poured

into the bowls level the -off nd cover them carefully with Plastic

wrap.
N

6., Distribute copies of Hand t 8b. Explain that the same pro-
...

Cedure will ,be. fOlIowed with the "red bans, representing imported oil.
Each "ambassador" will measure enough be s tfiir his or her country or

1

regiOn, using the information on the hando 1 as a guide to how many

cdpfUls. will- be needed. (Studentswho'se coun ies or regions fall into
the "Others!' .categOriei will need, to ,get ogeth in groups at share

this task.) For example, the "ambaisadcir" for Ind nesia will greed to
I'

,fill -his :or -hei cup to the correct leVel approximate' three-arid-a-half

tines, while.-the Saudi Arabian: "ambassador" will need a ut twelve-and-

..47half --Cupfuls., continue this process until all the co ntries or
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:regions 1184i _supply. Oil tis/3- theirnitd: States itnye added their red be,ans.

to. the lio*i, (You should _end, tip, with slightly more than 66 cups, -each,
-Ccintainitig,, approxiinatelY t10.0 red beans.) .

I:T: Ask studhts -tiow much of- the oil we use is imported. (Int

=-- \
1961-, tl:e amount. Was.alightly 'less than half, or 45 percent.) Of the
'import oil, which countries suPply the most? Which "ambassadors" put

the most .red `beans.. in Ahe '11),641?.

8.! -Write the following, equations, on the chalkboard:
barrel, gallons

4 quarts i 1 gallon
cups 1 quart

Ask students to figure out how many cups of oil are in a barrel .(672). e

M them to guess how many cups of oil the average peesOn in the United
States; used zer: du. in 1980 Or heating, transportatiOn, and other pur-
poses., _Record all guosses on the chalkboard and see who came closest to
the right answer (112 cups, or 7 gallons). Is that number hard to
'believe?

Resource note: Up-tozdate, information about U.S. oil consumption,
doinestic oil production, and petroleum: imports is available in Monthly
Energy Review, issued bythe Energy Information Administration ,clearing -
housey U.S. Department (of -Energy, 1006 Independence Ave., Washing-

ton, DC 20585.
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Overview

C.

9. HOW FAR CAN YOU GO ON A GALLON?

In the first part of this activity, students examine' ariations in-

the price of gasoline around the world by working-with automobile data

cards. They use the resulting information to speculate about driving

habits,_ gasoline-Consumption, and energy conservation as'a global trend.

The second part .of thit activity involves-students in._exploring alterna-

tives to automobile transportaon by investigating the costs of bus and

__subway.: areaaround the-world:

iibectives: At the conclusion of the activity, students will be

able to

- -compare gasoline prices among different nations,

--use statistical data to make caldulations and comparisons,

- -make hypotheses about driving habits throughout the World,

nypotheses about 'the effects of increasing gasoline prices.

ph.people's,liVes,

- -explain, that,sUch,resources as gas and oil are not evenly distrib-.

uted among the nations of theworld, ,

-- explain the term "per capita," aild.
L-

--explain the benefits and drawbacki of, alternatiVes to

transportation.

.

- lime Required: TWO or more classperiods;

automobile

-Materials Needed; _Handout 9a, Fi4 ler Up "; Handout 9h, "Fill 'et

Up Mbiksheet"; _Handout 9c, 1110 and Subway Fares Around the World";,

large world map; world almanads and atlases; construction paper, crayoni

'or markers,. scissors, thumbtacks or pushpins.

Advance-Preparation: Cut, apart the car data cards on Handout 9a.

(To facilitate handling of the cards, you might want to glue them onto
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cardboard backing Sheets before cutting them apart. If there are more
4

than 35 students titi the class, you will need to duplicate one or more of

the'hapdout 'sheets so that every student will have a card.)' 'Wake. copies

of ;- Handout- 9b,for all the students. Duplicate-enough copieS: of 'Handout

'9c ter ,amalCgroups of three or four_ students._

. Several da§'Ei before using this activity, ask each student to find

_ out and br ing to class information: about the year and ,model of a family

car or other motor vehicle _and its Approximate gas mileage (how many

:miles it can go on each gallon of gas).. Explain that the mileage infor-

-*ads:in does 'not have to be exact; a rough estimate will °do. Students

whose. families, do net have_ cars can telephone automobile showrooms or

car ,rental agencies to ,obtain inforiatiew about models and mileage

ratingis.

Procedure

._ Introduce the activity by asking whether anyone knows the cur-

rent price_ef a gallon of gasoline_at a local service 'station. Is the

price_of gasoline the. same

world ? What ,factors, might

it -.is in theUnited States?

that in this activity students will be exploring the Price_ of gasoline

around the world, using prices that were correct as of .earlyt'1981,_

2 Distribute the car data cards...from Handout 9a or allow each

student to pick one. Allow time for the students to locate the 'coml-
.,

tries tin their data cards on the large world map, using atlases or alma-

nacs if necessary.
f

3. Distribute construction paper, markers, and scissors and let

each student take a Silken, simple symbol (for example, &gasoline pimp

or a simplified car 414 the one on the datscard). Ask each student to

print the name of his or her country .and theprice of a gallon of .gaso-

line in that country on the synibol and wtach it to the large 'world map-

at' the approximate, location of that country.

4. After all the symbols have .been attached, allow time for stu-

dents to 'examine the map carefully. Which country had the .most expen-

sive gasoline in 101? (South- Korea: $4.50.)' Which country hid the

(in U.S. dollar equivalents) all over the

cause the price of gasoline. to be lower than

What. factors might make it higher? , Explain
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cheapest? "(Sedli.Arahiart$0.31'.) low do theie prices compare with the

current price of gasoline in their own community?

15. 'Tell the students to fill in their data .cards with information

aboutiheir oyhfamily -Cars or other vehicles (year, model, and approxir:

mete .gis 'mileage). Tell them to assume Alit each one lives in the

country. shown .on his or her data card and must pay the price show for a

gallon of ,gasoline. Eiplain that, because the'capacitils,pf gas tanks

differ, eVelmle- should assume thatothe gas tank of hie or her car _will

hold ten,gallohs of gas. 'Ask them to use all this information to,figure

out -the numbers that fit in the .blanks of their data cards. (Note: -.You

may-want to let students use hand-held Calculators for this part of the

activity.) An exii-ge of the information that should appear on a coin -

"pleted data card is ihoWn below:

-ISRAEL
o .

r $3.00 per gallon
Ca model: 1976 Bulck ElectAr ,

Miles gallon: -12

,

.per

Mtles_traVeled On a full tank: 120 (12 x 10)

Cost: $30.00 ($3.002(10)

For,your convehience,a list of the countries and gasoline prices

(as of early 1981)

N Country

is_ provided here.

Price

Algeria
Argentina

$1.05
1.60

z

Austtalia 1.78

Brazil 2.80

.Cahada 0.95

Chile 1.85

China 2.10

'4440Pt 9.71

FraiiCel .70

Iceland- 1.50
India 4 2.70

Indone's'ia 0.90

Iran 1.50

Iraq . 0.75.

Ireland' 3:00

Israeli 3.00

Italy. 3.x0

Japan 2.79

Jordan
Kuwait

1.60

Libya 0.95

MOtiCo 0.53 .
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114: e r
2.30

Poland
2.05

..8400I Arabia 0.31

South Africa 2.89.

SOAih:Kotea 4.50

2-Spain, , 3.00--
84 Lanka 1.95

Sweden-
2.,80

Turkey'
1.80

United'Arab Etirates 1.00

United iangdem 2.80

United-States
1.44

.1.188k-(Hhssia)

:Venezuela,
0.35

Wist-Oermany.
2.60

6: When- .all the students have finished filling 'in their data

5
2

- cards, .post them iffihe- front, of thayoom. Distribute Copies of Handout

\-
Wand Allow about 20. minutes for studehts to try to answer the ques-

tions. ;i (Note: You may want Fro let theAtudents work in pairs or small
__ -

groups,And use hand -held calculators, to speed up this part of the activ-
,

ity.)

7. Conclude this part of the activity by asking the foilowingf

discussiOn que,stions: How might people's driving habits be affected by

the country or pars of the world they live in? If you were whopping for

I
a car, would the place yOu live affect your choice of make' and model?,

-why? Whaf-tountries do you think have the most cars per capita (fOr

each petson)? Which countries- would be likely, to have t e fewest Oars?

Why? What factors other than the price of gasoline mig t influence the

number of cars per capita in a country?

8. Make sure that students understand the term Per capita.

Explain that a useful way of making comparisons between countries is to

find out how much of a given resource each country/has to divide among

its people. rf a resourceowere divided equally, ,Crould there be a lot

for each person, very little for each person, or Some amount in between?

Point out that a resource might consist of money,; automobiles, refriger-

ators, books, schooli, television sets, water,/fobs, houses -- anything

that people need and use. Emphasize that knc:aling how much of a given

.

resource a coufitrkhas tells us very little unless we know how many

people_have to share that resource. For exa4ple, suppose there are 10

million automobiles in the country of brbni4 and only 1 million auto-
/

3
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mobiles in the country of lUralia, In which country would a citizen be

more likely to own an automobile? (Students -should point out that they
,

need more information before they can answer that question--specifically,.

hey-heed to know the population of each country,) Now, suppose you

know that 100 million people live in-Urbania and only 1 million people

live in Ruralia. Which country is "richer" in automobiles? How many

cars per capita does Urbania 'have? How many virti per capita are there

in Ruralia?

s9. 'Tell:students to-retrieve their car data cards and almanacs to

find the per-capita incomes for the countries on their data cards. Ask

the student with the data Card-for, the United States to write the per-

caPita income for the United States on the chalkboard. sTell each stu-

aint to compare the per-capita income for his Other country with the

number for the United States. Is it higher or lower? What percentage

of the per-capita inane in that country would it take to buy a full

tank of gas? In which country or countries could most citizens most

easily afford to buy gasoline? In which countries could residents least

afford to buy gasoline?

- 10. Allow a few minutes for the class to brainstorm alternatives

to automobile transportation and record the answers on the Chalkboard.

Hot many students have used each form of transportation? If your com-

munity has a bus and/or subway system, ask whether students know the

price of a fare. (Note: In many communities, fares vary according toci

times of day, distances traveled, or special status of riders. In this

activity, the lowest regular adult fare will be used for purposes of

comparison.)

.11. Ask whether students think that bus and subway fares are dif-

fereOt in other parts of the world. In what cities or countries might

they be cheaper? In what places might they be More expensive? 'Why?

12. Divide the crass into groups of three or four students and

give each group a copy of Handout 9c. Let students use the information

on the handout and the prices posted on the world map to answer the

following discussion questions: How does the bus fare in Rome compare

with,the price of gasoline in Italy? How do those figures compare for

Israel? What means of transportation would they choose if they lived in
.1
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.1.
RoMe.?t 4n Tel Aviv? Why? Is there any relationship between the price

;agasoline and the price of a bus-fare? Explain.

13. Conclude the activity by asking students to hypothesize about

howour life style might change as the price of gasoline goes up.. Haw

high Would the price have to, rise before most people stopped, driving

their personal cars? What might they do instead? What, c:Guld we learn

from people who live in countries in which there are very few auto-

mobiles?

Resource note: The gasoline prices used on the car-data cards were.

obtained from'the April 1981 issue -of Geo magazine, which prints updated

figures every six months in its "Geosphere" section. Since these prices

vary daily, along with currency-conversion rates, the figures shown may

not be even relatively accurate by the time this activity is used. The

most current figures available can be Otained by writing tp. Stephen

Brewer, Associate-iditor, Geo, 450 Perk Ave., New York, NY i0022.

Information about bus and subway fares, which change less frequently,

can be obtained from the consulates and tourist information offices of

the various countries. Information on gas mileage for vehicles made in

the United States is available free from the Environmental Protection

Agency or from the ;U.S. Department of Energy's Technical InfOrmation

Center, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

G
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10. THEY'VE GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN THEIR HANDS

Overview

-Multinational corporations exemplify increasing global inter7

dependence and the changing, business practices that both respond to and

accentuate this: trend. The decisions made by such corporations affeCt

:people all over the world. In this activity, students begin to explore

the ways in which multinational corporations influence-their lives.

They.-will see that the United States is linked to other countries through

a- network of private business and trade.'

-Ob ectives: At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

able to

--expliin and identify examples of multinational corporations and
-

--recognize that multinational corporations iti!uence the lives of

people around the world. 4-

Time Required: One or more class periods.

Materials Needed: Handout 0a, "Corporations Around the World."

Advance Preparation: Make enough copies of Handout 10a for groups

of three or four students..

, Procedure

1. Divide the class into small groups of three or four students

each. Give a copy .of Handout 10a to each group. Explain. that the stu-

dents should, look at each brand name 4n the left-:thand column, identify

the type of product associated with that brand name, and guess the coun-

try in which its headquarters or parent company (owner) is based. ,Allow,

This activity is based on an idea developedby Global Perspectives in
Education.



.10 -or. 15, Minute-6 for the stddents working,in:groupa, to fill in their-

*
,inandoutai,

2.: Read dach_brand-taale,And ;ieli the groups to report their an-

swers orally. Record'the.students! answers on the chalkboard. When all

iWers. have been reported,
Writithecorrect answers on the chalk-

..

4.* any -correct answers that students haVe reported. (For

yoUrconvenience, the correct answers' are reproduced below. ,

. Brand Name Product(11 "Country A

,Shell Oil/gasoline Netherlands

Baskin-Robbins ic- -cream Great Britain

Nestle '
chodolite/candy Switzerland

..- Bayer ' aspirin ,West Germany

Michelin tires France

Pepsodent toothpaste Netherlands

Timex watches NorWay,

Lipton. tea/soups Great Britain

Sony television/radio/ Japan. .

.t.N.: tape player

Magnavox television Netherlands,

Bic pens. ,France

Bantam books Italy

Stouffer food/restaurants Switieriand

Ameticin Motors automobiles France (Renault)

Progresso foods Canada

Adidas shoes/clothing ,West Germany

3. Ask whether the students notice anything unusual about the cor-

rect answers. (None of the companies has corporate headquarters in the

United States.) What were their reasons for guessing that the head-

quarters of.adme of these companies are located in the United States?'

,(All these brand names are familiar to consumers in the United States.)

4. "'joint out that these brand names are just a few examples of

many thousands oE products which are sold all over the world. Such

products may be made by relatively small-companies or by huge corpora-

tions that have manufacturing plants in many differentdountries. Ask

students to suggest some names. or terms that might be used to describe

such companies.

5. Write the term "multinational corporation" on the chalkboard.

Explain that this is the term most commonly used to refer to companies

that produce and/or sell goods or services in more than one country.
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A4k thelstUitentatojook:arourid, the classroom for evidence

that.-Othet item* Were-produCed bx,multinational corporations. You may

*e0d,,pugge4 that they loOkat-thitle pages of books (many pub=

lisherS,haVe,Offices;in.Morg, than one country), at iabelS on clothing or

1;40044*, and al:37403.**44,Ajk othet items- -for ',, example, maps,

-,bulietin.boa;.dii-riotelboOks,,pencils, audiovisual eqUipment, and

classroom furniture.4-whichmaY,be stamped or printed with the names of

the. countries in which they Were.Made. Ask each student to start a list,

of such items and add,to it duting the rest .of the day, both at school

and at home.

- -Askstudents to look through Magazines and newspapers for adver-
,.

,tispMents of .products. from foreign countries which are sold in the United

States. Make a bulletin-board display of these ads and add to it

throughout the remainder of the semester or year. ` .

--Post a la'rge,map of tthe world. Ask students io collect examplei

of products; dr advertisements for products, sold in the,United States

which were made in other,countries. Mark each country with a pushpin or

sticker. Ask the students to locate as many different countries as pos-

-(.rq-Aotivatestudentsto--activelypartic-ipatei--younrtghtas
them to set a goal 'before-beginning this project--for example, products

from-50 different countries: Keep track of the total and add to it as
111

new countries are identified.) When you decide to stop collecting exam-

/
ples, mark your home community with a pushpin or sticker and use yarn or

colored string to connect it with all the other pushpins or stickers.
g



PART III: ,CROSS- CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING

'This. ,Section contains activities. which _promote: acceptance and

understanding of other peOPleisrOups, and cultures-As a foundation_ upon

WhiCfl to build increased ;global understanding. .As-studentS learn from

other cultures And'Aee that all kinds of people everywhere have much in

common, many of their stereotypes and misperceptions abOUt the world

to break-down. By comparing their own lives and culture with

thoie of others, students may also develop a better sense of their.cul-

tural roots.
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in 016 adtivity,iitudenta,,Oplore.options for communication across.

,OltUraka.nklarii4ege'barriers- working ;with international road signs.

`IqcOnsi4ering,the,need,for:nonyerbai symbols that can be universally

underitonkanitatteiptirig to interpret some of these symbols, students

deSign,their-o4n:dignsfor ,conveying messages and rules.

.

Objectives:. At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

able, ;to

explain the'inCreasing.need-for methods of communicating across

:CUituieS.landlangliages,

-- identify 'some. common international-roadaigns, and

--design and make a sign that can be understood all over the world.

Time Required: One or more class periods.

Materials.. Needed: Handout lla, "International Road Signs"; Handout

1-115T-"Rules.AmuCliessages"; construction papei, scissors, and crayons or

Markers fok the itudents.:

. Advance Preparation; Duplicate enough copies of Handout ila for

severalip:oups of students and enough copies of Handout llb for all the

"...students:,,

)1'

f

'Procedure \ \ t

1. Introduch the activity-by asking the students to imagine that

_\ .

they are visiting. -Country wnere they do not speak or read the
.

language'. What 104 of .problems might they encounter? What problems
- ,

might be faced ,i0r A- foreign visitor to, the United States who cannot

speak or read English? Allow some time for studenti to volunteer

answers. EncoUrage them.to'think in terms -of specific everyday situa-

tions.



I_ . taint oUt.(Unlesa a `student already done so) that one

important .problem, in such.a-situation might be the inability to under-

itithirroadeigna--fOr example, "HO,Itight Turn,'"'"Fedestrian Crossing,"

and: "Slow." Under Standing,_ these- signs is Important for

40estrians -and-bikers isiWi4esfot driVers, not only for reasons of

4Offit:SafetTlbut also= ,because road .'signs give directions to nearby

terePhOnee,..htapitals,,restrooms, and other' facilities.: Explain ,that,

in 4n.:attOipt.to*Oet this need, a system of international road signs

.Was-devised. This system, Which is now in use in many countries of the

104 uses standardized nonverbal symbols to convey information,

instructions, warnings. Although a'message may also be stated

tm.the.dountry's official language, the shape and symbols of

the-Sign .provide sufficient information to peciple who are familiar with

the international road sign communication system.
. .

3. DiVide the class into groups of four or five. students and give--"'I

each grOup a.copy of Handout Ila, "International Road SignS." Tell the

students to decide as a group what they think each sign means. Allow

15-20 minutes for this process.

4. Ask a spokesperson ,from' each group to report the 'coup's

answers to the whole class. Did all the groups'agree on the meanings of

the signs? Did any sign have everyone stumped? Which seemed tle easiest

to figure out? Read the correct answers. '(Far your convenience; they

are listed below.)

Sign 1: No entry
Sign 2: No left turn
Sign 3: Road narrows
Sign 4: Dangerous.curves ahead

Sign 5: Children crossing road

Sign 6: Slippery,road
'Sign 7: Ahimal crossing
Sign 8: Telephone
Sign 9: First-aid station

5. Ask the students what clues helped them understand the mean-

ings of the signs.. Could.they be as easily understood'by people who

speak languages'other than English? Could all of them be universally

underitood all over the world? (Be sure that someone makes the point
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that- seate. symbols- -for -exariple,;piOtuteS 'of 'telephones and motorcycles-

not bei,Underste by'.i0eople who 'have. never seen such devices.)

154_ studerit 4, .00- :of' lib along with conntruc-

_
tion -paperoacideerWmarkers,...aTi other, art materials.* Ask-each stu-

-__
ist

-dent te,:pick.-A-messake'or rule- from the handout (or make up her or his

On- message) and make a sign illustrating it which could be understood

ty,People all Over 'the world. (This Can be an out-of-class project.)

When everyone-his fiaished, attach a sheet of paper to each sign and

post the Signs around, the room. During subsequent class periods, allow

a little time'for students'to look at each sign and guess what' it means,

writing their names and, guesses on the attached sheet.

Follow-Up Ideas'

--After the signs have been posted for a few days, tally the guesses

and 'summarize the results. Which signs had the most correct guesses?

Which signs were the hardest to understand? Ask the students_.ta_ma

ypotheses-about-the-plilble results of acting on some 'of the wrong

guesses. an they cbme to any general conciasicas about the'character-
,

istics of signs that are easily understood?

--As a class project, -let, the students make new signs for the school

which could be understood by visitors who do not speak or read English.

Arrange for these to be" posted next to the regular signs. .

-- Explain that universally understood symbols are needed, not only

to convey rules and:messages, but'alsoto communicate information about

distance, weight, length, temperature, and quantity. Point out that

Attempts are being made to persuade all countries to adopt the metric

system as the worldWide "language" of numbers. Ask students to prepare

brief oral or written reports on various.aspect3 or the metric issue:'

Where- is the'metric system now in use? What are its advantages and

disadvantages, in comparison with measurement systems used in other

countries? Is it easy for a country to switch from one numeric "lan-

guage" to a different system? What are some of the problems involved?

What are some effective ways to persuade people to Use a new system - -and

toteach theri that, system? What problems might occur if (as is the case

k, today) people in different countries use different "languages" to talk

about length, distance, weight, quantity, and, temperature?
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,Overview

,
%I . THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN.

4,children learn.more about the world, it is-important for them to

understand the' concept of human rights and the idea-fhat they share

certain basic rights with people everyWhere in the world. By observing

events; ;as they Occur at fitiq hand or are reported in the news,media,

students; -Will realize, that sometimes these basic human rights are vio-

lated, by the,,actiohi Of Individuals, groups, or governments. Before

-students.can,develop a.cancern-fOr protecting their own rights and those

of others, they must became aware of people's bisicirights and attach

some4alue to therm. Inthis activity, students examine the rights. of

children,- from egt1.3irn e_and-in-accordance w th the United-

atioas 'Declaration on the Rights of the Child.

Objectiveg: ''At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

. able

=ID ist and interpret the rights of children as these are identified

inthe (J!, Declaration on the Rights othe Child,

--recognize that these rights apply to children all over the world,

regardless o race, nationality, or ethnic group, and

--develop their own lists of the rights that all children should

have.

Tiine'Required :\ One or more class periods.

Materials Needed,: Handout 12a, "What Are the Rights of a Child?";
,

Handout 12b, "U.N. Declar\ation on the Rights of the Child"; scratch

paper; overhead projesItoroptional).c\

/ '

Advance Preparation:. Make enough copies of the two handouts for

several small groups of students; post the rules for brainstorming where

all students can see them. (YoU\msy prefer to make an overhead transpar-

ency Of Handout 12b.)

7
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Procedure

, 1., Divide- the class into small groups and give each group a copy

_.ok,3Handoutl2a and some scratch paper, Uplain that the first'part of
l' 1

thii -loam! will involve brainstorming their rights as children. (If-

the-Class is not familiar with the brainstorming technique, go over the

rule* andexplain them. If the class has used the technique before,

review the rules. Leave them posted where all the*studenta cAn see them.

For your convenience, the.rules of brainstorming are listed below.),

Rules of Brainstorming

1. Saying anything that come* to_mind-is-okay.

2. Discussing other-peoplea,statements is not okay.

3.=Evaluating or criticizing, other people's .statements is

not okay.
Repeating someone else's idea is okay,,

5. 'Piggybacking" on someone elae's idea is okay--that

ii, it is okay to'idd soMethingto or alightly change
someone else's idea.

6. Silence_is pkay.

7. Even if you think you have finished, keep on going for

a while.

2.. Ask each group to appoint a member to record all the ideas

-offered. ,These cshould be listed on the scratch paper. To get the stu-

dents started, you might offer'_some-examples of possible rights: the

tightito own a-ten= glieedbicycle, the right to fair treatment under the

law, the right'to have one's own bedroom, the right to a qet education.

Allow about ten minutes for the groups to brainstorm listsof possible

rights.

3. After the groups have finished brainstorming, ask each group

to choose a final list of ten rights that everyone (or almost everyone)

agrees thaeallchildren in the United States ought to have. 'These ten

-rights.should be recorded on Handout 12a. Allow 15-20.minutes for the

discussion and selection process.

4. Let the groups take 'turns reading their lists ofairights.

Record these on the cillkboard and' tally any repetitions.- Narrow these

down to 'ten or fewer rights on which there seems tb be general agreement..
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5. Dittribute a copy Of Handout ;12b to each group (or project the

.transparency): Explain that this document was developed by the United

'.Nations and that it lists the :rights that all children should have,

regardless of Where they live or in what circumstances. Ask the stu-

dents to:compare -this list of eights with the lists they developed. Did

they omit, any, - important rights? Did they list any rights that do not

_seem so _important?

.theltudents that even though children all over the
. -

world may be morally entitled to these rights, in fact they do not alwaysN

enjoy .Ror example, children in many countries do not, have adv.,
.

.

quati,nutrit ion and medical care.- Use the following questions to stimu-

late-thinking-anddiicuSsionr

-Which of the rights in the -U.N.aeclaration do most children in

the Ungted StatesNanjoy? .

- -How Fare these,rights ensured? What agencies and procedures in

the United States are involved with protecting the various rights of

).

-.)
children?. Howsdo they work? ve/ at

4 --Which oethese rights are the easiest to enforce? Which ones are
.A.

the most difficult to enforce? Why?

- -Ho4 arechddren'srights=protected in other parts of the world?

If these rights

individuals and

rights?.

111;

FolloWlip Ideas

are being violated; what might be done about it by

organizations interested in protecting children's

f
- -Ask students to search f6F7and collect newspaper or,magazine

articles that describe how children's rights are being eithr4 violated,

or protected in various parts of\thi world, including the United States.

Make a. scrapbook or a bulletin - board display of these articles. If there

is-a large map of the world in the'.Classroom, you might want to tack, Or

tape the headlines of such articles -,at corresponding places on the map.

-- Suggest that students make pesters illustrating all or part of

the U.N. Declaration On the Rights of-the Child. This activity could be

expanded to a schoolwide poster contest:, with local artists and journal-

ists acting as judges. Try to arrange to display the winning posters at

a local library or business.
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-=-Ask -the- students- to write papers comparing the Bill of Rights in

=the U.S. Constitution- (the° 'fir ten amendments) with the U.N. liedlara .
:

tioti oti. the- Rights of the Child.

0
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13., 'SAY, IT WITH PICTURE

'Overview

Since most school children have'seenvery.litt e of the .world, their'
.

visual images of other places and peoples are largel\y
\
Shaped by,picturee

\' 0

in StoribOOks, magazines, newspapers; and television broadcasts. Becaua
:,.,. \

\
many such pictures reflect stereotypical ideas of other regions and culr

turesi_Many children--and many adults -- have only limited ,or distorted

knowledge of What other world areas look like.

dents are presented ,with a-set of,eight drawings,

.world -they might-find the place, thing, or person

When they learn that all the draWings represent

In this'` activityi stu-°

and asked where in the

shown in each picture,.

the Middle East, they

will begin to recognize that many images of other places' and peoples

which arR presented by television
b
and other media are oversimplified,

incomplete, and/ortereotyped.

Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, the students will

.be able: to

--recognize that their visual images of the Middle East and other

parts of the world may bebased on incomplete information,

\ --explain why a single picture or' drawing 'does not _supply enough

information to show what'place. in Clue. world it represents, and

--recognize examples of stereotypical images-in photographs, car-

toons, television programs, advertisements, books, and-other visual

media.

Time Required: One ormoxe class periods.

Materials 'Needed: Handout 13a, "Where in_the

Handdut 13b, "Where in the World Worksheet"; large map of

overhead prijector (optional).'.

Wocrld Is This?";

the world;
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AdVance'PrepratiOn:

for $.014 groups of three

make trinsOarehcies of the

Procedure:

Make Ough copies of Handoutk 13a and 13b

to/five students each. (You may prefer to

drawings in Handout 13a.)-

,
.

1. Divide the clais into small groups of three to five students.

Explain that you are goinf to show them eight drawings, and that they

are 'to work in groups to decide.what the pictures show and wht.re in the

world each person or thi I g pictured might be found. Give each group a

copy of Handout 13b and /a set of the drawings in Handout 13at (If you

,
/

are using an overhead projector, allow 5-10 minutes for students to

discuss each picture and fiki in their work- sheets before going on to
/

the, next drawing.)

2. Ask the groups to share the guesses they made on their work-.

sheats;.* On what pictures was there the most agreement? What drawings

generated the least agreement? Ask the students to explain the reasons

for their guesses.

3.' Announce that all the drawings show places, things, and people

that might befoundiin the Middle East. Ask some students to point out

the Middle Eat on; the world map. (Guide them in doing so, if neces-

sary.)/ \

,,

I '

4. Ask whether any students' were surprised that some of these

drawings repres tl the MiddlerEa\st. What mental pictures did they have

of the Middle Ea t? Where did they get their ideas about what the Middle

East is like? (.low time for students to think about these ques ons

and respond to them.)/ Were these ideas accurate? Partly Correct?

other than the M die East? Is the Middle East a simple area to
Incomplete? Why

4,

id/theY guess that some pictures represented places
1

describe? Or is itVnore complex than they had thought?

I 'A

5. Ask if anyone can explain or define the word "stereotype." If

necessary, help the students to understand that a stereotype is a mental
/

picture of a group of people or things which ignores important differ-

ences between me bens of the group and which is based on incomplete or

incorrect informiation. Point out that a stereotype is usually negative,
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and that; it usually dOes_notlit a ;great `many individuals.in the group.1

Write' Simplified definifieh of '"'stereotype" on the chalkboard. 1

6. 'Offer a. few examples of common ttereotypes. (Texans are rich;

-kldS who .wear glasses are smart in school; black people are naturally

good. at playing basketball:,) .Aik the students to suggest others. Then
- t

/ask whether they can think Of any stereotypes about people or groups of

people in they Middle East--,for example, there-is so much oil in the

1%.4cidle East that,everyone is rich; all Israelis live on kibbutieS'(com-

munal farms); Arabs live in the desert and ride camels. Write same of

these on the chalkboard.

Z. Ask which of ,the drawings in Handout 13a fit or reinfdrced any

of. these Stereotypical pictures of the Middle East. .Which drawings did

not fit these images or contradicted them?

8. Encourage the students to speculate about the effects of

stereotypes. ,Do they help people understand one another, or do they

create barriers to understanding? What kinds of stereotypical pictures

do the students think people in other parts of the nation and world
. .

might have about them?

Follow -Up Ideas

- -Collect and make a bulletin-board display of cartoons;` photo-
,

graphs, advertisements, and photographs tha present stereotypical pic-
.

turei of _people and places.

- -Keep a class log of examples of stereotyp s that appear in tele-
.

vision programs. If a TV serietNrepeatedly presents stereotypical

images, suggest that the students write letters (or a olleci-lvr., letter)

tb the network protesting this practice and explaining

are destructive.

-*\

Alf eat..c
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Overview

14. GLOBAL BURGERS

SinCe American GIs made some of their favorite culinary institu-

tions internationally :famous during World War II, the words "hamburger"

and "Coke" have been understood all over,the globe. In this activity,

students examine the.McDonald's fast-food ,restaurant chain as a world-

wide Thenomenon. By doing so, they explore ways in which we have

imported ideas from other culturet.and vice versa.

Objectives: At the conclusion of this activity, students will be

able to

!--discuss.the 'inflUence of American ideas and products on other

Cultures,

-=cite'examplei of ideas and products that Americans have "bor-

rowed" from other cultures,\and

--explain some of the effects oftransmitting ideas across cultures.

Time Required: One class period.

Materials Needed: Handouts 14a-14j, "Big Mac Around the World";

Handout 14k, "Where Did This Ad Come From?"

Advance Preparation: Duplicate enough handouts so that each group

of four or five students can have _a complete set; find and bring to

class a picture of a well-known symbsol representing the McDonald's fast-

food restaurant chain--for example, the "golden arches" or Ronald

McDonald (mask out any identifying type).

Procedure

1. Introduce the activity by displaying the picture of a

McDonald's symbol and asking what it represents. Then ask how many

students know the location of the nearest McDonald's franchise. How
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*any: *Donald's restaurants are there- in your community? Where 'else

I could'-the atudents expect to find a .McDonald's? If necessary, point out

that the *Donald's chain has spread,,,fiot only throughout' the United

States, but 'ail over the globe as well:

2. Divide the class into small groups of four or five students

' and give each group a.set of the "Big MAC Around the World", handouts

(14a-14j) and a "Where Did-This Ad COme From?" worksheet (Handout-14k).

Explain that the purpose of this exercise is to guess where in the world

ofthe ads might have come from, and fill in the names of those

citiea or countries on the worksheet. (Note: This task will involve a..

lot of wildguessing, since some of. the ads contain few or no clues.)

3. When all the groups have completed their worksheets, record all

the guesses on the chalkboard. Ask What clues, if any, the students'

used in making thelf decisions. Can they identify any of the foreign

languages used 'in some of the ads? Allow time for them to attempt to

translate some of the terms in the foreign-language ads.

4. Now write the correct answers on the'chalkboard. (For your

convenience, they are provided below.)

A. France F. Germany

B. Japan G. Brazil

C. Costa Rica H. Sweden .

D. Ireland (Dublin) I. The Netherlands

E. Hong Kong J. Singapore

5. Ask whether the students are surprised that there are

McDonald's restaurants in all those places. How do they think the

restaurant chain became so widespread all over `the world? What other

parts of American culture are popular in other countries? (Students may

mention television, movies; sports events, jeans,\and various forms of

recorded music.) How do they think people in other countries find out

about such cultural phenomena?'

6. Allow ten minutes for students to brainstorm a list of pro-

ducts, activities, and ideas from other countries which have become

popular in this country. Accept all answers, but encourage students to

think of a wide variety of categories. For example, some "imported"
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sports might be rugby-,(frOM,*iw.04) / .anid:iiicYcre7.racing (Which has long
been popular j*turopa:.but 141,,juilt..beginning to catch on in the United
States).. featuring 4Mexican (tacos and burritos),
44.1.0% (fish!nichip,a.,a41paSties), Italian (spaghetti and pizza), and
Japanese '(terapura and sukiyaki) foods have spread throughout this
couhtfy,. Popular ..brandsof cameras, automobiles, stereophonic sound
systems, tape",:reCorder/Playere, running Slioes, kis, bicycles, and
calculators_ are imported by the United States from foreign countries.
Many performing artists and entertainers from other countries have
become popular here. -.Karatev tai chi, and other Oriental martial arts

_

have attracted., a. _wide. and growing_ following in this country.
7. Ask students What' effects such cultural "borrowing" might

have, both on themselves and on people-in othencountries. Does it add
to the richness and enjoyment of life? Does it help us understand more
about one another? What woiifd 110.be like -if all these cultural
"imports" were ter suddenly disappear?
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RELATED RESOURCES IN 'THE ERIC SYSTEM

The -resources described in:this...annotated bibliography have been
4N:

entered -into-the-ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) systeth.

,RACh.i0. identified :by a-sif7digit number and two letters: "EJ" for

ouxnal, ,arti4es, "ED for .other- documents. Abstracts of-and,

tilie.information,abuut all ERIC documents are published in two cumula-!

tiveindexes: Resources, .in :Education (RIE) for ED documents and the-
e ;

Cumulative Index to journsiSAntdUdaticiri(CIJE) for-EJ listings This

informationi:10-1040aCCeiSf4e through three Major dp-lind computer
. .

`searching, systems: and" Ot

most, but not documents.are'available for Viewing id micro-

fiche (HP) at libraries.that,6ubscribe to the ERIC collection. Micro-
.

fiche copies of these documents can also be purchased from ERIC Document,

Reproduction SerOce EDRS). Paper copies (PC) of some ED documents may

also be:purchased frot EDRS. Information about the availability of.

every ED document listed is included at the beginning of the abstract,
1 .

_along with a code indicating the prices for both microfiche and paper

Copy. (The orderform at the end of this section contains a key td the

price code along with-other information about ordering copies'from

EDRS.) If a document is not available from EDRS, the source and price

are provided.

Journal _articles are' not available in microfiche. If your local .

library does not have the relevant issue of ajournal, you may write for

one or more reprints to University Microfilms, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann°

Arbor, MI 48106. The following information is needed: title of the

periodical or journal, title of article, name(;) of author(s), date'of
I

issue, volume number, issue number, and pig'? numbers. All orders must

be accompanied by payment in full, plus poS/rage. Contact Uni4ersity

Microfilms for current price information.
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40600iAll#0.00!' and tee,:7,,,4adersoat "Globe Education in Ele-

'mentary Social Education 41, no 1 (January

197.7),,p14=3,7: 14_152:,304. -"-

..ThisAisdUasiOnofeieiMentary,:giebai education covers (1) the defi-

nition itneaning-of-glObakednda4on.and (2) its objective of achieyn

IngptUdentidoitiOetencein perceiving involv went, making deci-

pions,*king j44Ments;',and-exerdieinvinfluence.

*deiSon,,:Charlotte C., and Bcibara J. Winston. °Membership in a:Global

Sogiety: Implications and Instructional Strategiel." Journal 'of

,GeograPhy 76, no. 1 (January 1977), pp. 18-24. 1J 152 .381

This
4 "

article desOribKiiiiittndtionak 'strategies- for-stimulating

stusIente awareness of thelembership in global societyl. Included are

learning,objectives, requitecimaterialsi sample letters to parents and

,goimunity.liembers, and explanations of 22 detivities'at dents might

undertake in aninventory.Or
.

globai-links in their home, sc0hool, and

community.'

Anderson, Lee ., and Gary L. Rivlin. "Citizenship Education in a Global

Age." Educational Leadership 38, no:1 (October 1980, pp. 64-65:

E.T 232 157. , -

The authors argue that as nations becothe increasingly (interrelated,

citizenship education must include development a'global knrspective.

. , 4

Becker, , James 1M.]. "Perspectives On Global Education." Social Educa -..

Lion 38, no. 7 (NoveMber/December 1974), pp. 678-682. .Ej 106 513.
1

. The author 'suggests that .the - mass media, development education,

future studies, and'war/peace studies are teaching approaches\utich give

a new perspective on global studies. Guidelines are suggested for

interpreting, and selecting world studies materials.,

Becker, James.M., ed. Schooling for a Global 14.11. Dayton, Ohio: Insti-

tute for Development of,Eddcational Activities, 1979. ED, 166 126.

Not available from EDRS; order from McGraw-Hill Book Co., \1221 Ave.

of the Americas, New York, NY 10020 ($12.50).

This book explores objectives, needs, and practices in the\ area of

global education in elementary and secondary schools. Major purposes of

the volume are to present a comprehensive, up-to-date examina4T of

existing programs, chatacterize components of an ideal global education

program, and provide advice to educators as they develop and im lekent-,

global-education programs'. Major topics discussed in the nine c apters

include a-scenario of a visit to an imaginary world- centered s hool;

evaluation 'of the impact of world events on everyday life, world- entered

edudational alternatives, obstacles in the path of global education

perspectives, imperatives for global education programs, affectie and

cognitive objectives of global education for elementary schOols, models

ofcwoird-centered schools, international Student exchange program , and

an agenda for' global education action.: The document concludes wi h an

'annotated bibliography arranged in six parts: (1) imperatives nd

issues, (2) instructional materials, (3) sources for additional ma eri-
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8180 (4)' pertinent periodicals, (5) projects, programs, and agencies,
and-(Wresearch Studies.

Becker, James M. "Teaching Clonal Perspectives." Today's Education 69,
no. 2 (Aprif/May 1980), Social, Studies Edition, pp. 37-41. EJ 226'
499,.

This article suggests, curriculum changes in the social studies'to
prepare students for responsible and effective participation in a global
age. Teachers should emphasize-that tne.United States plays a,large
role, in world affairs,. introduce new issues in world politics, and
'addressthe issues of world peace and-human-righti.

Becker, James M. and, Lee F. Anderson. "Global Perspectives in the
Social Studies." Journal of-Rise-a-rah and Development in Education
13, no. 2 (Winter 1980), pp. 82=92. EJ-233 069.'

Eight kinds, of curricular changes designed to make schools more
effective agents of citizen education in a global age are discussed.

.Materials designed to globalizeihe content of education are listed, and
four basic elements of a curriculum grounded in a global perspective are
briefly described. e

I

Branson, Margaret S[timmann]. "Building Map Skills: The Other Energy
Crisis." Intercom 98. (July 1980), pp. 27-30. EJ 229 006.

As a_meatis of helping students build map skills, the article pre-
sents information on how the energy crisis affects poor people in devel-
oping nations (lack of firewood, disappearing forests, erosion due to
removal of ground cover). A'global map shows the extension of desert
Conditions, and the article includes questions to help students analyze
the map.

Branson, Margaret S[timMann], and Cathryn J. Long: "People and Planet

Earth: How Humans Have Changed Their World." Intercom 87 (October-

1977), pp. 10-14. 'EJ 168 ,602.

This article presents classroom activities designed to help students
conceptualize the abstractions of change and time on a planetary scale.
Students are asked to match drawings with brief descriptions of major
changes which humans have effected.

Branson; Margaret Stimmann. "Teaching Global Law." Update on Law-

Related Education 4, no. 3 (Fall 1980), pp. 24-26. EJ 235 272.

.9*
Five case studies for elementary school students which focus on

modes of redrese '(ways in which wrongs are righted) are presented.. The

studies, all of which take place in foreign countries, stress the Uni-

versality of law. Suggestions for using the case stlf,dies are included.

Brodbeltc Samuel. "Education for an Interdependent Future." Social_

Studies 70, no. 1 (JanUary/February 1979), pp. 11-15. EJ 197 106.

The author calls for social studies te4hers to emphasize future

studies and the implications of growing -global interdependence.
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Students' should learn about alternative futures, the possible decline of

;nationalism, overpopulation,and food resources, the ecological, system

'and natural resources, and ways' of achieving interdependence.

Buggey, JoAnne, and June Tyler. "Global Education in.Elementary Schools:

A Selected -Bibliography." Social EdUcation 41, no. 1 (January

1977), pp. 50-53:--EJ 152:-.307.

This annotated list of representative global education resources

for elementary-level Students and teachers includes textbooks, multi-

media kits, and supplementary materials. It covers social studies-

series, other sociai 661-dies !materials, Other curricular area materials,
14

and -teacher resources.

Chiodo, John J. 'New Directions for Map and Globe Skills." Curriculum

RiView 19, no. 1 (February -1980), pp. 85-87. EJ 226 930.

Criticizing traditional elementary geography instruction as provin-

cial and overly concerned with description, the author outlines` five

concepts of human interdependence whidh can be used to structure a

problem-solving curricular approach.' He describes how specific map and

globe skills can'help to develop each concept.

Classen-Bauer, Ingrid. "Education for International ,Understanding."

prospects: Quarterly Review Of Education 9, no. 2 (1979), pp. 177-

183. EJ 207 140.

The author recommends that young people be personally involved in

the process of teaching international understanding and explains how

young people shoUld not only be taught about injustice but also moved to

action by such problems as disease, hunger, and oppression. instruc-

tional media and-educational games are suggested as effective teaching

methods.

Cogan, John J. "Global Education in Elementary ;Aools: Teacher Educa-

tion." Social Education 41, no. 1 (January 1977)4 ;pp. 46-49. EJ

152 306.

This article focuses on the kind off:leachers needed to implement

global educhtion programs in elementary school and the role of preser-

vice and inservice teacher education programs needed to foster the devel-

opment of globally minded teachers.

Cornfoleth, Catherine, et al. "Toward Global Perspectives." Social

Studies Journal 8 (Spring 1979), pp. 5-8. EJ 193 290.

The author identifies common themes underlying various approaches

to global education: they are holistic, humanistic, conceptually based,'

and issue oriented.

Cousins, Norman. "What Does It Take to Be an Optimist?" NASSP Bulletin

61 (May 1977)4 pp. 1-7. EJ 162 132.

Cousins suggests that although we need new institutions to protect,

the world and the cause of freedom, those institutions will not be pos-

sible without new ideas, and ideas will not be possible without educa-

tion.
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Curricular Dimensions of Global Education. Harrisburg: Pennsylvania
pepdrtmentof EducAtion; 12hiladelphia: Research for Better Schools,

1979. 'ED 10-629. 4F01/C16..

The document discusses the curricular, implications of global studies
,

for, teachers of all subjects and grade levels, emphasizing that the glo-
bal approach can facilitate the integration of knowledge. The purpose

is to help educators. ecome aware Of the implications tha glObal studies\
-beVe for their speCidi interests. It is presented in. 1 , chapter0.

Chapter i -describes a model of an interdisciplinary global studies .

course. Chapter 2 presents an overview offg1obared4cation in the United
States. Chapter 3 'offers ways to,integrate science and othe,curriculum
areas to. present -a realistic world picture. Chapter 4 di cusses the

implications for early childhood education with special ref ence to the

Year of the Child. Chapter 5 delineates four goals which multicultural

eduCation and global- studied have in common. Chapter 6 Clarifies the

problem of -applying arts tcglobalstu4les. 'Chapter 7 r/ecommends,action\
in the 'area of foreignlangUages.- -Chapter 8.uses a case-history approach

to the curricular implications of global education in regard to dChool

administration, struature, and climate. Chapters 9 and 10 present \key

concepts from the fields of health and nutrition and social studies hat

pr7ide the critical issues for global, studies. The concluding chapt
e'\

rs

suggest a variety of teaching strategies in the areas of mathematics aid

.environmental concerns. -

\
.

"Directory of Resources: Global/International EdUcation." Social Studies
\

70, .,no. 5 (September/October 1979), pp. 195-238. EJ 211 715.

The entire issue 'of this journal is -devoted to a directory, of

resources on global/interhational education. Information is organized

according to global/international organizations; departments and agen-
cies of the federal government; boards, commissions, and advisory groups;
intergovernmental organizations ; -a bibliography of books, periodicals,

and instructional-materials; and a list of embassies in Washington, D.C.

. I

Final Report on the Mid-America yrogrmn for Global Perspectives in Educa-.

tion, A. Bloomington, Ind.: Social Studies Development Center,

1979. ED 168 937. MFOI/PC05. Also available from Mid-America
Program, Indiana University, 513 N. Park Ave., Bloomington, IN 47405

($6.00).

This report traces the origins of the Mid-AmeriCa Program for Global

Perspectives in Education (MAP), describes its accomplishments, and

assesses its impact. This report comprises five chapters. Chapter k .

reviews conditions that made MAP necessary: growing global interdepend-

ence, significant growth in population and technology, and developments

'in educational programs in the early 1970s which emphasized study of

other cultures, world affairs, and international education. Chapter 2

describes origins of the MAP program, its goals and organizational set-
ting, initial activities, contacts and linkages, joint ventures at state

and national levels, reciprocal affiliations between MAP and other

organizations, MAP's teacher-associate program, work with graduate stu-

dents, and'communication network. Chapter 3 provides a chronological

View Of-MAP-activities in each of five states (Indiana, Illinois, Michi-

gan, Kentucky, and Ohio) during the years 1975-78. Chapter 4 reviews
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and summarizes a self-evaluation of MAP performed in 1978. Chapter 5 is

a summary of an outside evaluation of MAP conducted in Januaty 1978 by

the Indiana 'Center for Evaluation. Appendices list major MAP publica-

tions and identify requests for MAP materials by individual states and

foreign countries. .

"Free Classroom Materials on Energy." Social Education 43, no. 6

(October 1979), pp. 449-455. EJ 208 589.

This article describes 15 instructional packets developed by the

Natinnal Science Teachers Assodiation to present a wide range of actiV17

ties encouraging elementary and secondary students' participation while 'N

introducing basic energy concepts. Title, grade level, annotations for

each packet, and ordering information are included.

"Global Concerns and Your Curriculum." International Understanding at

\ School 35 (1978), pp. 3-7. EJ 197 076.^

'This is a description-and evaluation of a global-education workshop

held at United Nations headquarters in August /977. The purpose of the

workshop was to introduce educators and administrators at UNESCO- ,

associated,schools to innovative approaches/and methbds' for teaching

about, global concerns and the work of the/ United Nations system.
01

Graham,-Duncan. "Attitudinal Change of a Radical Sort." Independent

School 40; no. 1 (Octobcr 1980), pp. 33-37. 'EJ 234 041.'

'The author maintains that the "interrelationship-of knowledge

through transdisciplinary studies" is vital to bringing a global perspec-

tive into U.S. schools. He suggests a need for faculty education, inter-

national exchange, civic education, and appropriate courses, activities,

and materials in order to improve our international studies education.

Hanvey, Robert G. Possibilities for Xnternational/Global Education: A

Report. New York: Global PerspeCtives in Education and Institute,

for International Education, 1979. -ED -174 529. MF01/PCO2.

To provide an overview of the objectives, practices, and\needs of

international/global education programs in elementary and secondary

schools, this report investigated four-areassuccessful intern tional/

global programs, curriculum opportunities, teacher commitment, an oppor-

tunities in nonsthool education. Information is based on approxim tely

150 unstructured telephone interviews with educators and consultant ,\in

social studies, foreign languages, and science; school administrators;

journalists; museum directors; and personnel in state economic develop-

ment agencies. The paper is presented in two major sections. Section 1

presents programs and outlines opportunities for program development.

Major observations are that current programs are often directed by

teachers in 'spite of local disinterest or hostility and are generally

not of particular interest to parents and administrators. Opportunities

for program improvement are seen in such areas as using audiovisual

materials to increase student interest, encouraging teacher cooperation

in developing a core curriculum in global studies, and promoting inter-

disciplinary studies with a global focus. Section 2 gives recommenda-

tions which include opening lines of communication between teachers,
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documenting international/global programs, sponsoring a national confer.:

ence on international /global education, and developing international

components of law-related and moral education.

Hickman, Warren L., and Roy A. Price. "Global 'Awareness and Major Con-

cepts." Social Studies 71, no. 5 (September/October 1980), pp. 208-

211. EJ 235 205.

The authors explain the relevance of a global" approach for social
studies, identify ways-in which, teachers -can cooperate to bring a global
perspective to social studies, and list major global concepts, including
interdependence, interrelatedness, use of resources, international mone-

tary systems, environmental deterioration, technological change, and

modernization and development.,
I

Hoopes, David S. Intercultural Education, Bloomington, Ind.: Phi Deltia

Kappa Educitional Foundation, 1980. ED 187 626. MFO1. PC not

available from EDRS'; order from Phi Delta Kappa, Eighth and Union,
'Box 789; Bloomington, IN 47402 ($0.75).

This,document discusses current goals, problems, priorities, !rad

curricular approaches to intercultural education. Traditionally, inter-

national education looked at the world in segments. It stressed gather-

ing information about separate cultures and analysis of power relation-

ships. Now, however, the concept of a global.society is emerging. One

recent event that made people realize that the world is interdependent

was the oil embargo. In order to understand why the Arabs behaved as

they did we had to find ways to see the .world from their perspective.

The .ability to project oneself into the mind of another is a critical

skill which'intercultural education must teach to help people move from

the local or microculture to the national or macroculture.to,the global

culture. Broadly speaking, the aim of intercultural education is to

prepare students to cope with global- interdependence and cultural plural-

ism. Problems facing intercukurat- education include deeply embedded

assumptions about cultural values and-resistance from some segments of
educational leadership. Priorities in the-field include the development'

of spedialists and the introductilin of intercultural education experi-

ehce into teacher-training courses and reseavch. Soma classroom cur-

ricular approaches now focus on world issues-, global concepts, cultural

and value awareness, and experiential learning.

Internationalize Your School: A Handbook. Boston: National Association

of Independen:.,/Schools, 197-7 ED 137 209. MFO1. PC not available

from EDRS; order frnm National Association of Independent Schools,

4 Liberty Square, Boston, MA 02109 ($2700).

This handbnok'orovides information to ,assist elementary and secon-

dary schools in becoming more international in their appioach to and in

the content of their curriculum. It is directed to teachers and stu-

dents as well as administrators. An initial section summarizes 118(

responses to a questionnaire mailed to members of the National Associa-

tion of Independent Schools in, 1176. Results indicate' that many are

interested in international/global education, but few presently use an

international curriculum in any speCifio subject. In a section directed

toward students interested in study abroad, there are eight questions to
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consider and a list of 25 international programs. The. descriptions

include.grade level, length of program, type of schedule, and particiOat-

ing,,couittries. A section'ftit teachers: discusses the eilosophy and

methodology of global studies. Model frameworks for 4eveloping curricu-

lum units are presented. Frameworks are .provided forifiVe topics on the

historical. dimension of global4studies, planetary envronment, futurist-

ics, conflict resolution, and global' population and resources. The hand7

book concludes with a directory of 43,organizational resourcel such as `

American Friends Service Committee, Institdie for World Order, and Office

'of Intercultural Education. These-organizations sponsor programs, pub-

lish curriculum materials, and encourage cooperation among schools and

nations.,

King, David C. "Are We Meeting the Challenge?" Intercom 96/97 (February

1980), pp. 13-15. EJ 222 5784
--

The author reviews educational responses' to accelerating world

change. He argues that educators must be concerned not only with stu-

dents' knowledge about major world events but also with their ability. to

see from a global perspective and to cope with the uncertainties and

frustrations of the future.

0 -
-

King, David C.,.et al. "Education With a Global Perspective: Avenues

for Change." Intercom 84/85 (November 1976), pp. 9-31. EJ 147 265.

This article discusses educational needs in a rapidly changing world

and suggests some ideas for development of education with a global per-

spective. The goals of global education are identified, and specific

competencies which will improve people's chances of participating effec--
'f

C

.

4

tively in the world system are discussed. .

k

LKin , David C. "A alobgl Perspedtive in American Education: Programs in

Action." Intercom 96/97 (February 1980), pp. 25-42. EJ 222 576.
1 ..

These brief articles discuss global education with reference to

local educational initiatives and needs, new textbooks, instructional

materials, and resources. Inservice programsuniversity programs, and

a global education project curriculum for elementary and secondary

schools are al -so described.

King, David C.. "Global PerspectiVes in Education: Questions People Ask:"

Intercom 96/97 (February 1980), pp. 43-61. EJ 222 575. .

King discusses 20 questions commonly'asked when educators express a

need for a global approach in education. Questions focus on defining

the term, relating it to the schools, its place in the curriculbm, and

implementation procedures. , /
4!

King, David C. Suggestions for Curriculum Development miInterdepend-,

ence: Part A K-3,...and Tart B, 4-6. New York: -Center for Global

Perspectives; -Denver:. Center for Teaching International Relations,

1976. ED 135 691. MF01/PCO2.

These topics and ideas for implementing global perspectives on

interrelatedness into the elementary social studies curriculum are

intended for selective use by teachers. Their objectives are to help

// ;
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,StUdentsbecOmeaware of global interdependence and the implications and'

'problems which accompanyglobal interdependence. Section 1 presents'

ideas ,for curriCUldm-development on global interrelatedness for grades .

K -3: ,Specific objectives and -a background discussion are followed by4a'

ow *0, idea oUtline.of,,conceptstaMong therafamily life, people\and

COMmunities, 'citieS-ancLo#y life,.and people and the environment. FOr

.ea0,1tOpic,,,questionsandeXplanations are listed, teaching techniqueR

are-sUggested,:and,conclUSionaare Offered. Section 2 presents sueges=,

done- for-cUrridulu:T-AeireloPMent on the topic ,of interdependence for

igra4es.44. *edific objectives and a :background discussion are followed__

tj'y topic- and idea Outline,-as\in section I. The six topics are tech-

nology, economy, ^comparini cultures or world regions, American history,'

modern society, and envi+Mentalstddies. Activities, key questions,

and concepts for each-topic axe presented.

\_.

Kinghorn, Jon ,Rye. InVentory. Of, teacher Recdmmendations. Dayton, Ohio:

'°4'Charlea 1% Kettering- Foundation,, 1979, .ED 173-246. MF01. PC not

available 000 -*4 order` 'from Charles F. Kettering Foundation,

5335 'Fat Hills. 'Ave:,- Dayton, OH 45429 (freP).
,

An inventory to identify the actions, attitudes, and goals that a

school.,staff feels are important in hel.ping the school population become

globally oriented le presented. Teadbers rate their feelings-about

statements relevant to global, education on a 'scale of positive/neutral/

negative. Section 1 is on adult actions, attitudes, and goals. Section

2 comprises statements on student actions, attitudes, and goals. Sec-

tion 3 provides space for teachers to add their own statements and out-

lines possible steps for achieving global awareness in the school com-

munity.

Kinghorn, JonAye, and William P. Shaw. Handbook for Global Education:

A Working Manual. Dayton, Ohio:.Charles F. Kettering Foundation,

-ED-150-087. avIiiable
'

from-EDRS. order from Charles F.

Kettering Foundation, 5335 Far Hills Ave., Dayton, OH 45429 (one

copy free;.additional copies $4.00 each).

This handbook gives step-by-step directions for planning and con-
.

ducting a five -da workshop in the area of international or global educa-

tion: Although it\is designed for educators of K -12 students, the guide

can be adapted for use by leaders of church or other community organiza-

tions. The preface stresses that it is essential to have received work-

shop training before attempting to hmplement this program. The handbook

explains how to organiie small working groups which deveiop "we agree"

statements .of values and goals. This group consensus approach stresses

the importance of setting clearly understood and attainable goals /for

school or community groups who plan to implement programs of global

awareness. WorIcshop goals include becoming better acquainted with-par-
ticipants, learning to respect others' values, experiencing group-
dynamics skills and interdisciplinary group planning' skills, realizing

the impact of global issues on the community and individuals, and estab-

lishing a plan; for, continued study and implementation of global educa-

tion. Each chapter in the manual explains how to schedule each of the

five days during the workshop.
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`.Konicki -Marcia: "A Network for Development
Indiana SoCial Studies Quarterly 32, no,

EJ i213'431.\

1

1

/

of Global Education.,
2 (Fall 1979), pp. 12=23.

This articlk provides a rationale for global studies at all levers

of education aneJdehtifies various governmental agencies and private

organizations Wh1CbAleve,develOped Programsand/or materials-on global
education,' Rec ended also are teacher workihopa oirglobal is ues and

involvement by hoMMUnity members in global educationprogr s.
-\

Lawson, Elizabet t. "Around the World

no. 3 (Noverber ',1979), pp. 60-61

Lawson describes a schoolwide p

dents combined ocial studies, libra
and dance to pre ent'an international

An Just Ohe Day."- School Arts 79,,

EJ 222 794. J

eject for grades 4-6 in/Which stu-

y research, art activities, music,

festival.

Marker, Gerald . "dlobal Educati n:, An Urgent Claim on the Social

. Studies Cu riculum." Social Education 41, no. 1 (January 1977),

pp. 12-19: EJ 152;301.
_4.

Population, food;, and energy are
I

discussed here as erns that

i
warrant global (education. Five' ptional views of global

c onc

issues are,

presented.as choices for educato s to uphold in curric lum design.

Mehlinger, Howard D., et al. G obal Studies for American Schools.

Washington D.C.: National ucation Association, 1980. ED 183 456.

MF01. PC not available fr EDRS; order from Nat oval Education

Association, 1201 16th St., N.W., Washington, DC 0036 ($4.50).
/

This book rovides a rations e for teaching global studies, offers

six model lessors, suggests how t achers can assess their own global "

studies program , and cites additi nal resources for global studies. It

is presented in1 four chapters.- apter 1 states theirationale as the

need to develop a global perspeatiiiin Ordif-16 underitand-eild-function

effectively in tiiie world today. Sch ols have the primary responsibility

,for this development. Chapter 2 of rs six lessons designed for junior

high school studient.. which can be a apted for elementary or secondary

students. Topics cover the relationship between henilan society and the

natural environment, communication, befits and pr/oblems of industri-

alization, energ, differing cultural life styles,! and human rights.

Each lesson inclides an introduction, bjectives, suggested procedures,

and student materials. Techniques inc ude reading, discussion, role
imulation, debate, an gaming. Chapter 3 discusses

and provides a checklist. It a so discusses student

ablIshin objectives in four

d social participation. 'The
global studies, citing gene-

organizations, catalogs,- guide , and directories.' It

for helping teachers i iden ify possible resources

nity and to evaluate ma erials for classroom use.

play, research,
program evaluatio
evaluation, offering suggestions for es

areas: knowledge, abilities, valuing, a
final chapter lis s selected resources fo

,ral publications,
provides _checklist
in-"their own comm

Mitaakos, Charles 4. "A Global Education P ograT Can ,Make a Difference."

Theory and Re each in Social Education 6, 'no. 1 (March 1978), pp.

1-15. EJ 178 .

4
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Mitsakos :reviews an "evaluation of the "Family of Man" social ctudies

.program for elementary global education'and summarizes the rationale for
the-evaluation study, unique characteristics of the program, materials

.
and treatment groups, assessment'instruments, findings, and conclusions.

Mitsakos, Charles L. "National Association of_Elementary School Princi-
pals. Global Education Project: Evaluation Report." ED 180 904.

MFOL /PCO2.

This report evaluates a global education project which was carried
dout during' the 1978-1979 school year by 18 teachers from six elementary
schools in Virginia, faryland, and. the District of Columbia. The proj-

ect staff aimed at incorporating a-global education approach into social
Studies.classesinvolving oVer..400'students in grades 1 through 6. This

study was undertaken -to assess, the effect of the project on teacher
attitudes and teaching, behavior, the impact of a global education dimen-
sion on student attitude's .toward other nations and other peoples, And
the degree-of student ethnocentrism. Measurement instruments-used'in
pre- and poSt-tdata 4erc.rthe Global Education Attitude Scale (designed
to measure, ethnocentrism) and the Global Education Teaching/Learning
Questionnaire (developed to gather data on global education teaching,
materials, and activities). Data were statistically analyzed. Findings

indicated that students did change their attitudes in a positive direc-
tion as a result of participating in the project and that teachers became

more interested in and spent more time teaching-about global topics. In

addition, students developed a significantly more comprehensive view of
the United States along with a greater understanding-ofother nations
and other peoples. Conclusions are that a global education program can
make a difference and can be successfully integrated into an existing
social studies program.

Morris, Donald N. "Global Education in Elementary Schools: Implications

_for Curriculum and Instruction.ILSocial_Education 41,
(January 1977), pp. 38-45. EJ 152 305.

This article discusses (1) how to introduce young children to global
concepts, (2) how to choose instructional materials that further global
concepts, and (3) how a child's viewpoint can effect his or her percep-

tion of global concepts.

Morris, Donald N. Teaching About the Child and World Environment:
Elementary Teacher's Kit. New York: United Nations Children's

Fund, 1976. ED 130 927. MFO1. PC not available from EDRS; order
from School Services, U.S. Committee for UNICEF, 331 E. 38th St.,
New York, NY 10016 (Kit no. 5420, $2.50).

Three environmental education units relating environmental concerns
to elementary school students' own experiences are described in this

materials packet. Emphasis is on helping students become more sensitive

to the human and personal dimensions of environmental problems. Designed

to teach children about themselves and their air, water, and land
environments in an increasingly interdependent world, the units focus on
such natural disasters as earthquakes; floods, weather upsets, pollu-
tion, and scarcity of natural resources. Each unit specifies objectives,

materials, grade levels, and teaching procedures; supplies history
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briefs,of related materials; defines terms where necessary; and provides

a summary and footnotes. Activities include simulating an earthquake

and a simple watershed, discussing environment-oriented articles from

the newapaper, cutting out natural objects from construction paper,

testing, for bacteria, making models of geographic areas, and listening

as the teacher readi stories of natural disasters. Several articles

which appeared in UNICEF News and a wall sheet that are part of this kit

are available from the publisher but are not included on the microfiche.

Morris, Donald N. "Teaching Global Interdependenc, in Elementary Social

Studies: Old Concept--New Crisis." Social Education 38, no. 7

(November/December 1974), pp. 672-677. EJ 1061512.

Focusing on elementary education, this-article examines some of the

pitfalls found in textbooks dealing with global, interdependence. Sug-

gestions are made on how to avoid these mistakes and involve students in

activities outside of the textbook.

Muller, Robert. "The Need for Global Education." International Under-

standing at- School 35 (1978), pp. 9-11. EJ 197 077.

The author stresses the need to add moral and spiritual dimensions

to global education in order to counterbalance-the current accent on

material and' intellectual achievement. He examines the role of the

United Nations in educational development around the world--specifically

in teaching about global problems, interdependency, alternative futures,

and international institutions.

Nathan, James A., and Richard C. Remy. "International Socialization:

Directions for Future Research." International Journal of Politi-

cal Education 1, no. 1 (September 1977), pp. 21-32. EJ 168 608.

This article addresses two questions regarding international

socialization among children: Why is children's international political

learning important? What are central problems of interest for an inves-

tigator of international learning? Directions for future socialization

are suggested.

_Naylor, David T. "Enhancing Global Understanding:A Call for Coopera-

tio." Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National Coun-

cil for the Social Studies, Houston, November 1978. ED 175 757.

MF01/PC01.

Naylor at(gues that social studies education will improve if educa-

tors favoring global education and law-related education replace counter-

productive competition with mutual respect and cooperation. As two of

the many curricular approaches clamoring for a just share of elementary

and secondary school social.studies programs, global education and law-

related education have much in common. For example, both are supported

by interest groups composed of educators and content experts, both

became frequent course offerings in the wake of the "new" social studies,

and both stress reflective inquiry. Educators will- improve social

studies education if they use goals, competencies, and approaches common

to global education and law=related education as a basis for cooperation

in developing curriculum. Specific competencies relevant to both



sOprOachelt include perceiving individual involvement in a global society,

nOkingdetisions, making, judgments, ,0414. exercising influence. A frame-

,wOrk centered. on such- concepts as power, justice\ liberty; property,
e4uality, aUthOrity, freedom, and responsibility would/be equally rele-
vant to Aawnielated education and global education.

Lynne, and William E. Pulliam. "Media and the Grob-al Citizen."

Social Education 42, no. 7 (November/December 1978), pp. 624 -29.

.EJ 189'419.

.
The authors review and evaluate media products from a variety of

disciplines WhiCh are intended to help students understand environmental
Problems from a global perspective. Products are organized into four

tdpits: our place in the universe, our place in nature's system, when

systems break down, and restoring harmony td earth's systems.

Piel,. Joe. "Teaching About Science, Technology, and Society in the
Social --Studies:" Social Education 43, no 6 (October 1979), PP-

446I-48. EJ 208.588: '

This article presents two elementary and two secondary teaching
strategies related to food and energy as global issues:- a survey of
energy use; an exercise about food, society, and technology; an energy
and water survey; and a discussion and experiments concerning food and

technology.

Popkewitz, Thomas S. "Global Education as a Slogan System." Curriculum

Inquiry 10, no. 3 (Fall 1980)., pp. 303-316. EJ 234 161.

While applauding multiculturalism, the author of this article sug-

' gests that global education may serve as a pedagogical device for encour-

aging students to accept uncritically various political assumptions,
rules, and biases.

Report From theMid-America_Program, 1974-1978, A. Bloomington, Ind.:

Social Studies Development Center, J979. ED.168 396. MF01/PCO2.

Also available from Mid-America Program, Indiana University; 513 N.

Park Ave.taloomington, IN 47405 (free).

The Mid-America Program for Global Perspectives in Education (MAP)

was developed to preps global curriculum-materialsichold-conferences
for teachers, cooperate with other educational agencies, and help educa-

tional programs adjust to realities of a fast-changing world; Initiated

in 1974 with a grant from the Lilly Foundation to the Social Studies

Development Center (SSDC) at Indiana University, MAP focused on promot-
ingsglobal education in Illinois,' Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, and Ohio.

Initial activities included- a survey of social studies teachers' needs,
preparation of a directory of resource personnel, and planning meetings
with key, individuals in each oft the five states. Special efforts were

made to work with the people'in charge of social studies programs at the

state level. MAP's activities from January 1975 through December 1978
include data collection and dissemination, distribution of a, statement

of purpose; improved communications through newsletters, development of

teaching units, publication of papers aimed at,clarifying goals of global

education, - attendance at state, regional, and national conferences, and
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publication of a resource bibliography. An evaluation performed by the

Indiana Center for Evaluation in January 1978 found that MAP's activi-

ties-,and. leadership were generally well regarded, but there was some

concern about MAP's ability to under-Stand local communities' needs.

Richardson, Robin. "Learning in a World of Change: Methods and

Approaches in the Classroom." Prospects: Quarterly Review of

Education 9, no. 2 (1979), PP 184-196. EJ 207.141.

The'author recommends that teachers use a curriculum development

project (the World Studies Project) to help students increase their

understanding of such global, affairs as human rights, economic order,

disarmament, the world environment, and the law of the sea. Activities

and objectives of the project are presented, and ordering information

for additional project activities and publications is included.

Ross, E. -Lamar. "Multicultural Education: Educating for World Citizen-

ship." Trends in Social Education 24, no. 1 (February 1977), pp.

5-10. EJ 168 577.

This article points out that because mass communication and trans-

portation are bringing the world and all cultural groups into the per-

sonal ekperience of students, teachers must avoid misperceptions and

stereotypes when teaching Students of diverse cultural backgrounds about

other cultures.

Rowley, Anne. "International Education in the Year of the Child."

Georgia Social Science Journal 10, no. 3 (Fall 1979), pp. 8-9. EJ

213 453.

Rowley emphasizes the need for global education within the social

studies curricula and identifies, concepts which should be included.

Teaching methods and resources are suggested.

Ryan, Frank The Social Studies Sourcebook: Ideas for Teaching in the

Elementary and Middle School. Boston: 'Allyn and Bacon, 1980. ED

180 924. Not available from EDRS; order from Longwood Division,

Allyn and Bacon, 470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, MA.02210 ($14.95).

This book presents 477 classroom activity suggestions for element-.

tary and middle-school teachers which reflect current social studies

instructional thinking. The objectives are to promote greater under-

standing of the instructional topics presented and to encourage a com-

mitment to integrating current instructional trends into personal class-

room practices. The book is divided into four sections. Section 1

offers 198 suggestions for teaching social studies skills. Subcategories

covered, along with a rationale for each; are thinking processes; stu-

dent research; informational skills; maps, globes, and space utilization;

time and chronology; and listening. Section 2 gives 64 activity sugges-

tions encouraging ekamination of social studies concepts, including

rules, conflict, goods and services, learning, communication, and tech-

nology. Section 3 deals with 1(2,8 activities for such social studies

`topics as career education, global education, environmental education,

human equality, school, and news and newspapers. Section 4 offers 19

activities relating to the affective/evaluative domain which focus on
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self-esteem ,arid. self=awa;,enesaf, TachSeCtlion begin: with a rationale-
and:then, tiats:,and deactibea verio-e teOhing sUggestidns,,including
,.4*08. 1#90aurS,.Matetials,cneedeC, and examples or illustrations. A
suhject cross -index of .the sequentially- numbered' activities concludes

the book. --

-Schaekfler, Walter S. "TeaChing for Global Understanding." Indiana

I ;Social Studies ;Quarterly 32,, no. 2 (Fall 1979), pp. 5-11. EJ 213

-430:

The- .author explainewhy global education ,programs are needed at all

educational levels. ReaSons include international interdependence,
rapid communication, and the likelihood that students will one day
travel to a foreign countrY.. Methods should involve mass media, commu-
nity.resources, language study,.Stress on intercultural sensitivity, and

the case -study Method,.

"Science and. Social Studies." Science and Children 17, no. 4 (January

1980),-Op.,22T.23. EJ 216 678.

,E,i5amined here are teaching possibilities for developing learning
activities to satisfy'.the objectives of global education. Included is a

list of materials to aid teachers in instilling asense of global aware-

ness in their students.

, Tashjian, Michi, et al. "Terra--A School's Venture Into Interdepend-

ence." Independent School 38, no. 3 (February 1979),'n. 11-15.

EJ 207 536.

To create a feeling of school unity and to reinforce the concept of

human interdependence, the teachers of Friends' Central School planned

Project Terra, a six-week school-wide activity. With the school viewed

as "a mythical planet, classes designed their own cultures and interacted

as nations. This article describes that project.

Wheeler, Ronald, and Mary L. Clifford. "Toward a Theory of Global_Educa-

tion.P Social Studies 70, no. 4 (July/August 1979), pp. 186-89.

EJ 207 131.

The authors discuss global education from an attribution theory

perspective, (Attribution describes the process in which inferences

about human behavior are made.) The three stages of attribution proces-

sing--observation of the action, judgment of intention, and making a

dispositional attribution--aid in diagnosing the instructional situation

and in clarifying the teacher's role.

Wicks, Raymond E. "Global Education: The Why and How of It." Keynote

address at the annual meeting of the Alabama Council for the Social

Studies, Mobile, December 1979. ED 18,3 487. MF01/PC01.

. The theme of this address was that the primary aim of global educa-

tion in the elementary and secondary schools is to prepare students for

responsible citizenship in a present and future global society. Global

education is based on,the,propositions that the extent ofsinterdepend-

ence in the contemporary world is such that we can speak of a global

society,'that students can be educated for responsible participation in

.,
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:àgiobat and: that-the.schOnlshave the responsibility for

1040401vditizens,lothi*;eXtOn44:ditixenship.
World interdependence

obvious 404,*tionS. by nations, nongovernmental

agencies, and individuals increasingly affect everyone. ,A variety of

AP04.0444001.n4:0,Cinl,,OitiCharaCterize
the global age. The

media, the VOldMe.;Of-4014
-trade,foeign,InVeatmenta, the existence of

multinational OrOofaflona-and-thia
foreign tourist trade' also typify a

global world ,The 004013,045'.*Wq9Cial studies is_to develop in stu-

dehts,,00.-441).-4d.#yto,00rOive-And'Understand the sout'ce3 of differences,

to identify long-term and global consequences of individual decisions,

and to be sariOitive, to theinttreOts of others in a transnafional and

traniganeratiOnal manner. StUdents must also develop the capacity to

-perceive ,.alternntive responses to situations and learn the skills of

exercising influence in public affairs. Finally, the global education

prograM, twat be responsive to the changing anditions of the world.

0
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND MATERIALS FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

'Many of the regional, national, and international, organizations

that focus on educa ion or on one or more global issues offer resources

and services that can be useful in teaching about such issues. The

available materials range from actual student activities and readings to

background information that can be used by teachers to enhance their own

knowledge or to construct their own units of study. The Services offered

include resource collections, teacher-training workshops, and consulting

services to schools and-school districts. Some organizations that can

.provide assistance .to intermediate-grade, and middle-school teachers who

want to deal with global issues are listed below, along with very brief
4

general descriptions of the types of resources they offer. For detailed

information, please contact the individual organizations; all offer free

brochures or catalogs describing their materials and services.

Association for Childhood Education-International, "3615 Wisconsin Ave.

NW, Washington, DC 20016 (202/363-6963). ,Portfolios of resources

for teachers.
4,1'

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 225 N. Washington

St., Alexandria, VA 22314 (703/549-9110). Resources for- teachers

and supervisors.

Center for Conflict Resolution, 731 State St., Madison, WI 53703

(608/255-0479).- Bibliographies of resources (free), newsletter,

--workshops-for-teachers______ _

Center for International Programs and Comparative Studies, Cultural
, Education Center, New York State Education Department, Albany, NY

12230 (518/474-5801). Services and materials for teachers, espec-
ially in (but not limited to) New York State.

Center for Peace and Conflict Studies, 5229 Cass Ave., Detroit, MI 48202

(313/577-3453 or 577-3468). Resources for teachers, publications
for children on human rights.

Center for Teaching International Relations,: University of Denver,
Denver, CO 80208 (303/753-3106.) Resources for teachers, classroom

materials.
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tenter. fOr Woriid.EducaciOn, College of Education. and Social Services,

229 Waterutan, University VermOW Burlington, VT 05405

.(802/66-2030). VorkehOpS and consultation services for teachers in

,

-7;

Vermont.
-

ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Sole* Education, 855

Broadway, Boulder, cp "80302 (303/492-8434). Reference sheets

-(ff-ere__JcOmputer searches of the ERIC system and other data bases.

Global udation Associates, 552 Park AT last Orange,NJ 07017

(201/675-i409). Workshops for teachers, publications.

Global Learning, 40_ S. Killerton Ave., Montclair, NJ 07042

(201/783-7616). Teachertraining WorkSfiopS, resource library.

lobal Perspectives in EducatiOn, 218 E. 18th St. New York, NY 10003

(212/4175!-0350)*Ource&for teachers, directory of organizational

resourCes, school service program, classroom activities, other

publications'.

n titute for Peace and Justice, 2913 LoCust St., St. Louis, MO 63103

(314/51474445). Resources for teachers and students. 1.

_.. ,

fiute for Won Order 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY '10017

(212/575-5840). Directory of organiTqtional resources and materials

for teaching about peace and conflict resolution (free), curriculum

guide, other publicationS.__

:joint Council for Economic Education, 1212 Ave.

Ins

ork, NY 10017 (212/582-5150). Resources

dtents. .
1

of the Americas, New
for teachers and stu- .

Mid-America Program for Global Perspectives in Education, 513,N. Park,

,Iddiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405 (812/337-3838). Resources

and rvices for teachers in the Midwest.'

National the

DC 20016 (202/966-7840). Resources for teachers.

Na,tionl Education Association, 120116th St. NW, Washington, DC 20036

(202/833-4000). Resources and services for teachers.

Overseas iDevelopment Council, 1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Suite 501,

Washington, DC 20036.(202/234-8701). Background' resources for

teachers.

POpOlation; Reference Bureau, 1337 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC

20036' (202/785-4664). Background materials for teaching about

world resources-,

Social Science Education Consortium, 855 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80302

(303/492-8154). Resources for students and teachers. .4

Social Studies School Service, 10,000 Culyer Blvd., P.O. Box 802, Culver

City, CA 90230 (213/839-2436). Print and nonprint materials for

students and teachers, (This commercial book jobber distributes

materials developed by a wide variety of publishers and organize-

t ions)
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.11
United Aitions Associatioil40 the U.S.A., Op E. 42nd St., New York, NY

r100ii--(21246973232),-...Schdol service program, bibliographies,

newsletter, workihops and'Materials/foz teachets.

U.S. Committee lor UNICEF; 331 E. 38th St.' New York, NY 10016

(212/686-552'2). SChool service prcgram, workshops and resources.

for teachers, ClaSstoilik activity kits.

Wotld Future Society, 4916 St. Elmo Ave., Washington, DC 20014

(301/6564274). Workshops for teachers, publications, book service?

World Without War,1 Council, 175 Fifth Ave., 21st Floor, New York, NY

10010 V12074-2085). Publications, workshops, and materials for

teaching'about peace and donflict resolution.

z
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Globingo (Activity 1)

STUDENT HANDOUTS

a. The All-American Kid, Version 1 (Activity 3)

3b. The All-American Kid, Version 2 (Activity 3)

3c. Sources of Ideas and PrOduCts Activity 3)

4a. Map of Continental United States (Activity 4)

.5a. 'Out ShrinkingWorld (Activity 5)

7a; Peanutty States of America ,(Activity 7)
7b." They Say "Nuts" to Peanut Butter Crunch (Activity 7)
-7o. Peanut Production in Selected Nations, 1980-1981 (Activity 7)

7d. Where in tie World are the Peanuts? (Activity 7)

: 7e. Heibie the Health Nut's Healthy Recipes (Activity 7)

` "\ 8a. Ambassador Cards (Activity 8)
8b. Sources of PetrbleamImports (Activity 8)

9a. Fill ter Up (ActivjAy 9)

9b. Fill 'ter Up Worksheet (Activity-9)

9c. Bus and Subway Fares Atound the World'(Activity 9)

-10a. Corporations Around tyWorld (Activity 10)

rla. International Road Signs (Activity 11)
Vlb. Rules and Messages activity. 11)

/

12a.-What Are the Rights ofa Child? (Activity 12)
12b. U.N. Decla 'ration on the Rights ofAhe Child (Activity 12)

13a-: Mhere-in-the-WOrld Is This?(ACtii4ty 13)

13b. Where in the World Is This? Worksheet.(Aqivity 13)

. 14a. -Big Mac Around

14b. Big Mac Around
14c. Big Mac Around
14d. Big,Mad Around
14e. Big Mdd Around
14f.--Big Mac Around

14g. Big Mac Around
14h. Big Mac Around
1i. Big Mac Around
14j. Big Mac Around:
.4k. Where Did This

the World (Activity- 14)
the World ( Activity 14)

the World (Activity 14)
the 'World .(Activity 14)

the World (Activity 14)
the World.(Activity 14)
the World (Activity 14)
the World (ActivitYpe)-
the World (Activity 14) .

the Word,... (Activity 14)

Ad Come From? (Activity 14)

Is

4
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--Our young ,American wakes up in the morning, throws

;
and gets out of bed. He puts on his slippers and goes

where he washes with Oa; and water. Returning to his

off his pajamas and strts to dress for school. He loo

and sees that the, weather is cdld and rainy so he picks

will keep him warm. Downstairs in the kitChen, he eats

I
and drinks a,glass of milk.. He runs upstairs again to

Then /he puts, on his jacket and cap, picks !up his books

head out the door to the bus stop.

back
\

the covers,

into the bathroom,

bedroor4 he takes

ks out *1.is window

out clothing that

a bowl f cereal

brush hi teeth.

and papers, and

O
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Handout 3b

THE ALL-AMERICAN KID, VERSION 2
- -\

O

Our yodng American wakes up in the morning in a warm bed (built

from a design going back to the ancient Middle East which was modified

in northern Europe before being exported to'America). He throws back

the sheet (made of cotton, fifst grown and domesticated in India) and

blanket (made of wool from sheep first tamed and herded in the Middle

East, probably in what is now Iraq). Wearing his favorite pajamas (like

those still worn in the hot tropical climates of India),'he puts on his

slippers (much like the moccasins used by Indians of the eastern United

States and Canada) and goes into the bathroom (a more-recent development

of our European ancestors), where he washes with soap (invented by the

ancient Gauls of present-day France, lightly scented with perfume first

used in the Near East). Returning to his bedroom, he removes his cloth-

ing from the back ,f a chair (the same type found in Southern Europe)

and starts to dress for school. He puts on his clothes (much like those

originally used by nomadic tribes of central Asia) and shoes (made from

skins -tanned by a process invented in ancient Egypt). At breakfast, he

eats a bowl of cereal,(made from grains first grown in the Middle East- -

oaks, wheat, bran, or corn first domesticated by Indians of the South-

west United States and Mexico) and drinks a glass of milk (from cows

first domesticated in the Middle East). He runs upstairs again to brush

his teeth. Then he puts on his jacket (made of wool from the Middle

East) and cap (invented in central Asia), picks up'his books and papers

(first developed in ancient China). and heads for the bus stop.

3b -1
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Idea/Product

I. Bed

2. Sheet

3. Blanket

4. Pajamas

5. Slippers

6. Bathroom

7. Soap

8. Chair

9. Clothing

10. Shoes,

11. Cereal

12. Milk

13. Jacket

14. Cap

15. Paper

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

HitidOuf.3c

SOURCES OiIbiAS AND PRODUCTS

Original Source

8a-1
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Handout 5a

oukskRINK*voRLD

As the speed of transportation increases and travel time decreases, the

relative size of the world continues to shrink.

0

- 4

1750: The best average speed of

. orse-drawn coaches on land
and sailing ships at sea
was approximately 10 miles
per hour.

1850: Steam locomotives averaged
65 mph, while steamships
averaged 36 mph.

1950: Propeller-driven aircraft
averaged 300-400 mph.

1980: Jet passenger aircraft
averaged 500-700 mph.

2000: The next step in transpor-

tation systems (?).

5a-1



Handout 7a

PEAHUT,TY STATES OE; AMERICA

itir its it!
4.
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-Handout 7b

THEY SAY !NUTS, TO: PEANUT BUTTER CRUNCH

By,Dana parkas :

Denver Post Staff Writer

Peanut butter is on people's lips these days instead of the roofs

of their mouths where it belongs. And they are talking about it as a

long-lost friend. ,

-

A peanut shortage has caused major cutbacks in peanut butter pro-

duction. That means grocery shelves either are empty or the peanut.but-

ter in stock costs much more than last year.
$

"Mother Nature decided we were 'all jetting too fat, so we had a

dr6ught last year," said a. buyer for one supermarket chain. Because-

demand greatly exceeds supply, an 18-ounce jar of a popular brand now

selli for $2.21v compared with $1.42 last September. That's up 55 per-
..

cent in four months.

Nancy Shaw has three teenagers, and they must have their peanut

butter. "Is'he a peanut butter lover?" she asked Tuesday as she shopped

with her 18-year-Old son, Brian. "How do you think he got to be that

size?"

Brian, 5-foot-11 and 195 pounds, confessed he likes peanut butte%

"I told him I think he likes peanut butter more than he likes girls,"

Mrs., Shaw said.

Why is the gooey stuff so revered? "The spreadability is beauti-

ful," Mrs. Shaw said. "It can tear the bread, but if you put margarine

.or butter on the -bread, it doesn't stick to the roof of your mouth or

tear the bread as badly."

.
The great thing about peanut butter, she said is that you can do so

much with it. She had a. cousin who mixed it with the chopped liver

instead of chicken fat, just to cut down on the oil.

Reprinted from the February 4, 1981 issue of the Denver Post, by

permission of Dana Parsons and the Denver Post.
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"Take my word for it as a mother of three teenagers. Takesaile

.bread and put some peanut butter on it and slice a banana on it. Taste

1

.it. You`11 like it."

Linda Yakush doesn' need to be sold on the marvels of peanut but-

ter.' She recently moved from Seattle, and when she couldn't get the

brand she wanted in Denver, she had a friend's hudband bring her a

. 4ound tub of it from Seattle.

'I really missed that peanut butter she said.

"When you want peanut butter, you want peanut butter," she said

flatly.- "There's nothing else that quite hits the speit:---I like to dip

carrots in it."

William Emerich has a different tale

end ,of it," he said glumly.

As president of Consolidated Brokerage Ltd., Emerich buys raw pea-

nuts in the shell and sells them to wholesalers. Last August, they were

39 cents a pou;d. "Now they're $1.50, if you can find them."

"What's so terrific about peanuts is that other nuts have been

priced for years. Peanuts have had increases;, but nowhere near as sub-

stantial as other nuts.

"Because of inflation, people had been sitting home, watching TV

and they were eating peanuts. It's very very low-priced _entertainment.
o

Nowell of a sudden, they don't have peanuts to eat. This is hard for

them to believe."

To Emerich, the loss is more than a business setback.

.something about our American society that when you go to a

of woe. "I'm in the peanut

"There's

sporting

,event or you're sitting home, you reach for a handful of peanuts. It

doesn't cost that much,'they've got protet and they're very healthful.

Now, they're not there to reach for."

Safeway Stores spokesman John Shepherd said his company's stored

are receiving less than half their usual shipment of peanut butter.

"We've had calls'from customers, blaming the peanut butter situa-

tion on Jimmy,Carter," he said. "I'm-not sure what the logic is--it

escapes me. Some think he's behind it and they're obviously joking.

Otherd'are not."
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The only relief in:sight :ior peanut butter lovers is from foreign
-11,*

iMPorts,-which would be ironic, because America is one of the few peanut-

growing countries that eats peanut butter, said Perry Ross, president of

they National. Peanut Council.

From its creation in'the late 1890s by an obscure,St. Louis doctor, .1

who gave it to his infirm and invalid patients, to the modern day",-pea-

nut butter has occupied a special place in American life, Russ said.

.

"By many, many surveys, when a child picks his favorite sandwich,

inevitably it's going to be peanut butter," Russ said.

Mothers like it because two peanut butter sandwiches and a glass of

milk fills 83 percent of a growing child's daily protein needs, Russ

aid.

And moms and kidelike it for another reason, he added. "A 6-Year-

old can make his min peanut butter Sand'wich. Give him some bologna and

-he can tear it before he makes the sandwich. But he can spread the

peanut butter."

And perhap, most important, ,as Mrs. Shaw said, "The family that

eats peanut butter together sticks together."
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Handout 7c

°PEANUT PRODUCTION IN SELECTED NATIONS, 1980-1981

(in 1,000 metric tonc)

O

United States 1,042

Argentina 422

Italy 2

Greece 10

3,200China
a

°India 6,000

Indonesia 700

Egypt 34

Sudan 800

Australia 50

- -

Data excerpted from Foreign Agricultural Circular, Oilseeds and
Pr (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign
Agric ltur l'Service, January 1981), p.

0
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Handout 7d,

WHERE IN THE WORLD ARE; THE PEANUTS?
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Hindout
4
e

4HERBIE THE HEALTH NUT'
,

HEALTHY RECIPES

tl

Wash celery stalks and cut into 3-inch sticks. Stuff each stick with

creamy peanut butter and top with raisins.

1,Nature's Munch
t

Combine 1 cup sunflower seeds th 1 cup peanuts (4 cup dry roasted:and

4 cup cocktail) and 1 cup raisins (4 cup light and ''cup dark).

Peanuit 1 Cheese Spread

ups (8 ounces:'

hredded Cheddar cheese
/Oup (4 ounces)

shredded Swiss cheese
4 cup chopped cocktail'

peanuts
4 cup mayonnaise or

salad dressing

2 tablespoons chopped.
pimiefito

1 tablespoon minced
green onion-

1 tablespoon prepared
mustard

In a/howl combine cheeses 'and peanuts. Mix together mayonnaise, pimiento,

green onion and mustard. Stir into cheese mixture. Use as a spread on rye

or whole wheat bread. May be grilled or broiled open -face.

Makes 1 3/4 cups.
-

Homemade Peanut Butter .

In the container of a blender put 1 cup of freshly roasted or salted

peanuts and -1' of peanut oilt__JBlend the mixture until it

'1s smooth. Gradually; dd, with the blenderturned on, another 14
tablespoons of oil or enough to make the pdanut butter-the proper

consistency, Add 4 teaspoon of salt if the peanuts are unsalted.

Last - Minute' Salad e-

Peei bananas, allowing one whole banana for each persbn. Cut in half

lengthwiSe:.Dip7in7-leion juice and put two sections together with

a mixture.of peanut butter:and raisins. Cut crosswise. Dip each half

in mayorinaise thinned with lemon juice to coat. -Then roll in chopped

peanuts: -Place 2 halves on lettuce and serve with a dollop of'mayonnaise

and a cherry.

0
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Handout 8a

AMBASSADOR CARDS

This card introduces

Amba'Ssador for Algeria

This card introduces

Ambassador for Indonesia

This card introduces ,

O

j

Ambassador for Iran

This card introduces

Ambassador for Libya

This card introduces

Ambassador for Nigeria

This card introduces

Ambassador for Saudi Arabia

8a-1
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This card introduces

Ambassador for United Arab
Emirates

This card introduces

Ambassador for Venezuela

This card introduces

Ambassador for Ecuador

e.

This card introduces

Ambassador for Iraq

'Thi§ card introduces

Ambassador for Gabon

This card introduces

Ambassador for Kuwait

t
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. -This card introduces

Ambassador for Qatar

4.4.1V14

This card introduces

./
.1.

Ambassador for, the Bahamas

This card introduces

Ambassador for Canada

This card introduces

Ambassador for Mexico

This card introduces

Ambassador for Netherlands/

Antilles

st.

0

This card introduces

Ambassador for Puerto Ric

'

0
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This card introduces

Ambassador for Trinidad/Tobago

yo<

This card introduces

Ambassador for Western Europe

This card introduces

Ambassador, for The USSR (Russia)

This card introduces

Ambassador for the Virgin Islands

This card introduces

Ambassador for Angola

This card introduces

AmbAsador for Rumania

- a-4 -
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This ,Card iniroduCes

Ambassador for other Middle

,East countries

O

This card introduces

sa

Ambassador for other Western
Hemisphere countries

r

This card- introduces

Ambassador for,other Eastern
HemiSphere countries

This card introduces

This cart introduces

This card introduces
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'Handout,*-86,

solwEs OF U.S. PETROLEUM IMPORTS_
4 .

(in nearest thousands -of barrels per day)
rxM

OPEC- Nations Non -OPEC Nations

A lgeria 487, , The .Bahamas . -85

IndOnt.sia 341 Canada 435

Iran 9- Mexico 536

Libya 541 Netherlands /Antilles 221

Nigeria 863 Puerto Rico '---- 79

-Saudi Arabii'' 1,255 Tririidad/Tobago 179
,,

Venezuela 433 Virgifi Islands 379 °

Others 119' Others 675

Ecuador Western Europe

Iraq Angola

Gabon USSR (Russia)

Kuwait Rumania

Qatar Non-OPEC Arab countries

Other Western HiMi'sphere

countries.

Other Eastgrn Hemisphere
countries

. ,

Total OPEC imports 4,054 Total non-OPEC imports 2,509 .

1 0
1 N

Total, oil impOrts in thousands of,harrels per day: 6,643 (6.6 million barrels)

Source: Monthly Real Review, January 1981, pp. 27, 32-33.

81102 .
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CANADA
$.95 per 011on

mOdel

per gallon-

Miles traveled per full tank

Car model

Miles per gallon
.

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

(D.

ALGERIA
$1.05 per gallon

Car filo'del

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank .

Cost

Car model

,Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank.

Cost.

11-17-
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$.31 per gallon

Car,mOdel

Miles per gallon

VENEZUELA
-$.35 per gallon

Car model'

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank
.d

,1

' Cost

/1.

MEXICO
$.53 per gallon

Car model

'1Miles per gallon

'Hiles traveled per full tank

KUWAIT
$.57 per gallon

Car model

Miles\per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

106,
105 --(
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,UNIfED STATES* , -

-$1.44 /

Car imodel

Miles :pier gallon

*.Miles 'traveled per tank

Cost,

CI=

it

od

JORDAN
$1.60 per gallon

Car model

Hiles per gall

Miles tra.veledL-full=tank
,

:cost
ILL

ARk.ARGENTINA
$1:60 per gallon

J

Car, model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

O
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POLAND

\
$2.05 per gallon -

Car 'model

Miles per gallon.

.Mtlek traveled per fullqink

Car model

Miles per gallon
.

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost-

rl
WEST GERMANY,

$2.60 per gallon

O

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

11.00



ra
AUSTRALIA

$1.78 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost..

TURKEY
$1.80 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per-full tank

Cost

CHILE
$1.85 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

ri
SRI LANKA

$1.95 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

4'

12



SPAIN

$3.00 per-gallon

Car model

-Mlles per gallon

Miles--traveled per full tank

rl
ISRAEL .

$3.00 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

us
ITALY

$3.40 per gallonn.
,

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

.6
ri
ICELAND

$3.50 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

'I. 14



Cost

P;
UNITED -kING00M

$2.80 per galic.n.
Car model

Miles -Per -gals
Miles traveled perftt11-tink

Cost

' .

FRELAND
$3.00 per gallon

Ciir model

Miles per gallon



Miles per-gallon

les-traveled_per f011 tank

.Car mo

Miles, peX gallon

-0Cost_

r.

"N.

A
INDONESIA-

$.90 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

ri
LIBYPC.

$.95 per gallon

Car model

Miles per gallon

.Miles 'raveled per full tank

Cost
0

--,--Jtammra.bmkdg.mmd.



TRP.JICE
$2.70 per gallop fo'(

car aodii i

Nile! 'per -OellOn

Nilea -traveled, per fall tank,

"INDIA
42.70 'per ,gallon

Car.liodel

Miles traveled. per tank

Cost

Car model

__Miles per gallon
Miles traveled per full tank , _

Cost .

r3
BRAZIL

$2.80.per gallon

model

Miles pet: gallon

Miles triVeled
I

per full t`ank

Cost



KOREA.

-$47.5i4per gallon
Car model'

MileS-pee gallon- .

-41ilea-traveied4er ,tank

Cost-

Car-model

Miles 'per gallon

.Miles traveled per full tank

.4;

F

ro

Car model'

-Miles per gallon

Miles traveled per full tank

Cost

6ir model

'Milee per :gallon
. .

' Miles traveled per full .tank

Cost

LC/

12:1



Handout. 9b. f,

"RK9HEET

Directions: lIse the information on the car data cardi to answer

JthOiloWing',c0estions: V7
__,LA:...., Which ,cat'.can:4 -the farthest" on a full tank of gas (ten gal-

_

ibiliY1' Iiiiiii*insiile
, .

can it go?

2. Which!_ear would go_the .shortest distance on a full tank of gas?

How-tfar could it'so?
,- -, )4_ . _ , _ _ _

,..i. -e" Of all ths.,dlfferent tembinations of cars and countries, which.

- on uld.alloW you.to dr4ve,100' miles for the least amount cd* money? '

(use .66.40SW-bell* for figuring)

Oh

123 .=

N1/4,9b-1
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Handout 9c

BUS AND SUBWAY FARES:AROUND'THE WORLD IN 1981

(in U.S.. dollar equivalents)

City Fare

Cairo, Egypt $.03

Mexico City, Mexico .04

° Moscow, USSR (Russia) .07'

Istanbul, Turkey .10 .

Rau, Italy .tb bus..20'.subwaY

Tel Aviv, Israel

Rio-de Janeiro,. Brazil

,tondon, England

Johannesburg, South Africa.

Sydney, Australia

Tokyo, Japan

Fiankfurt, West Germany

Paris, France

.17

.20

. 27 bus, .44 subway'

:31

.31

.52 bus, .40 subway

. 62

.75

BostonUSA .25 bus, .50 subway

New Orleansq USA .40

Honolulu, USA .50

Minneapolis. USA .50

"Ciiicago, USA. .60

t- Los Angeles, USA .65

New York City, USA .75
.

O

6

-,a

Source: Geo, June 1981, p. 150. Note: Where fares vary according

to distance and time of day, the minimum cost is shown. The complete

list°in Geo is much longer; for this activity, only fares for cities
__-

An the countries mentioned in the first part of the activity were selected.

9 c -1
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HàdütiOI
XORPORkiiONS.IARDONORR WORLD

Directions: .Working as,a group; Write .down the type of product

thatIou as8ociat.0=WitheaCh hrand name and then guess Where (in which-
__

-'--,--COUriiryY.-iheTiOilf0-1WW7headquarters-is-located.

Irand,Name

Shell

-Baiikin=Robbins-

Nestle

Bayer

'Michelin

Pepeodent

Timex

Lipton'

Sony

Magnavox

Stouffer

American-Motors

Progresso

Midas

3

.Product(8)

/0a14-
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INTERNATIONAI;"-Rop-SIGNS.

1.

"2. 3.

--

5. . 6.

8. - , 9.

IIa-I
126
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Handout alb

'IDLES AND MESSAGES

DireCtiOnal,-Mike a sign .41uStrating an everyday rule. or message

- ,

ihick.couldbc.Understood.by'people all over the world, regardless of

ii-WbarlangUage07047-speak-, -8ome-ekaillples_a_rules and messages ar

- provided betnO, or you can make up a message of your own.

1. To be- served imhthis reatautant, you must wear a shirt and shoes.

3. Keep thás
4. Tion4t4ick the: flowers.

5; Ddn't feect-the animals.

Pedeatrians'inust stay off the bike path.

7. No pets allowed.

8. No gum chewing.

9. No littering.

10. Return empty bottles here.

11. Nochildren admitted without:an adult.

12. No swimming.

13. No ice skating.

14. No roller skating or skateboarding..

15. Danger! Thin ice.

16: Danger! Pothole ahead.

17. Quiet, please.

18. Danger! Bridge out "ahead., .
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Handout <12b:

:U.N. *WATT** THIV:001iTS OF THE CHILD

The :'right -tO .affictiOn, lovo:ond. understanding.

righttorlistectuate- nutrition and

medical care.

1.ght,.:r.ree-edudation:

The;rightl.roll opportunity for -play and

.recreation:.

The riihr-t04'name and nationality:

The rightro,s0ecial care, if- handidapped.

The -right-to be among the first to receive
-relief in times of disaster.

4.

The right to 'be 4 useful member of%aociety
and ro deVelop individual abilities.

The right to be brought up in a spirit of
..pdace and universal brotherhood.

The right to enjoy theie rights, regardless
of race, colbr, sex, religion, national _

or social origin.



Handout 13a;

Wow lit iiik.:;WoOl'As:
,Difisf*Ig
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Handout L

TRIP

itrawirg A2
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_ WHERE: !MIS?

.DritWing #3
tt.



Hatidout-1-3

WHERH, IH2IHE:W04,1)4 _THIS?

braving #4-

.04
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antout.13a.

WHERE iOlks-440iip IS THIS?

Drawing #,

_ a'

F,

n.

I

-.11a;5
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,11andotit.14
vtERg TI1E,*14.4 IS -'THIS?

. -Drawing i6

13a-6 ,
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Handout -13a

WHERE; IN ;THE'-WORLD IS THIS?

braiing 17

7

.1

11111111 T1ONA

1l O

0
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Handout 13b

WHERE INTHE WORLD IS THIS? WORKSHEET

What Does It Show? .

0
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Titridolie 14b

BIG :MAC fAROUNi THE WORLD
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Papas Feiss Sundaes



Haiiiiatit'; AA& .1'

I. .

McDonald's world famous hamburgers
are now in Ireland. You'll find In at

9/10 Graftim Street; Dublin 2.
So when'you're in Dublin, look us up

sand enjoy.ouM:100%pure beet haMburgers,
world famous french fries and triple-thick

Shakes. For,qualitY, service,
cleanlinesi and value, yob can't beat
McDOnald'S anywhere in the world.

Qperrsven days a week.

You'll enjoy
tl$ difference 0 let

9.10 GRAFTON SLEET, DUI3LIN2

'1[41,1 143
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0-0010':.tki. WORLD

it110 11 ifs
Olf, DESERVE A BREAK TODAY

ow,

_

s160 /*Jill Oliasbiatift$t90
t $300witio1,11116 isli t.0 Fish $2 50 *111 Oner INmo

'*1 *71111
Gam Poundir vdatoeso $350 Ltt'Sty Moo $348

44.111114; //11P

7"'
Meal $180 1111111111 !Os Thick Shakos $200

t-wwnymyrtrill

SIM* Frond; Foes $120/180 Meat Apple Pio $150

egad

CA,
111

it* Soft Donk:SO(00/120
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BL, MAC AR011141) THE" WORLD

-

die neue Art

\
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7 `.116a*Inelii0S
111161biliriti corn Ill*

r do Cum puts. ,
MeDonaktsbalseas
Finn to pant)

.0 soMmico Milli Shski ,

E um (rondo de ;-otsas

mco.""ste ctnioviot `s IUC

floe NI/Helot

Astim
o situndo
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CDOnald's

VbCEVAt COSTAR
611/DIFERENSA. Milk Shakos

Sondes

Loy* s cook,* oes,*
do McDonald's.

Corn ambeitgam
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Handout 14h

RIO 'MC AROUND THE WORLD

kA

Aireatt, CAtejrInsigare , EPA Mae

.Qiiarter Pii,det

1

J.?

agoitt.d Milks1604
Kafir jordigahh. ads vasolljamaM

frr %I. 6.1

Appelliej
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Smaklig
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BIG:`- 4AC-AROUND THE WORLD

it

LAKE

.--...

;:r *
.1c...-MIt

--dir'..:
- 4410

elg4
- vett.

.44146.s.s.

4:- .f4

n

Vraag de nnanager om-inlichtingen-

Orange
voorfeestekinpartijtjes

ratistehuur
4

o
a

Vraag=demanagerom inlichtingen .
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--Handotit 14

BIG -MAC AROUND THE WORLD

01
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The all: erican taste
10,1 t7
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Quart*,
_ --$64114164
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ic3±411E114,;
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4,VHEREAAD-THIS AD- COME' FROM?

e

1

Directions: Each of the ten McDonald's, ads in Handouts 15a-1j is

from a different tity or country. Next to thedetter code below for each

handout, write the name of the place that you, think it came from.

J

A.

B.

D.'

E.

-F.

G.

H.

-.,

t.

,
I.

14k=1
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